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Knox County Parade
March 7 Is Date For
Second Showing of This
Notable Film

Leaders To Confer

We

know

start

It's awfully

early

Spring

Hats,

talking

but what's a fella going to do
when Spring Hats walk in and
sit themselves right down next to

the stove?
Gee, they’re beauties.

They’re

just the tonic for an old appear

That’s why we think that

ance.

giving your hat to the snow man
isn’t such a bad idea.

Whether you try them on and

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100 z

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

THURS.-FRI., FEB. 27-28

“THE THIEF OF
BAGDAD”
All in superb technicolor
featuring
Conrad Veidt, Sabu, June Duprez
John Austin, Rex Ingram

SATURDAY ONLY, MARCH 1

DIDN’T WANT THIS BOY
That homely old expression “too big for his pants" cer
tainly applies to Jacob Fischer, a New York young man who
has just been rejected Dy the draft board in his district. Re
jected because of his unusual dimensions—6 feet 4 inches, as
to height; 66 inches on the waistline, and causing the scales
to groan with his 470 pounds. Too easy a mark for the dive
bombers.

“BLONDIE GOES LATIN”

men who have Spring in their

Also on the Program

ALSO WANTS A SNOW BOWL

“LADDIE”

(Bangor Commercial)

SPRING HATS

Tim Holt, Spring Byington,
Joan Carroll

WILSON, $2.95

SUN-MON., MARCH 2-3

MALLORY, $5.00

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294

One of the First Showings in
Maine!
The Sensational Film—

“CONVOY”
As timely as tonight's news
broadcast. HailAl by the Na
tion's leading critics as a thrilling
Naval War drama . . . one of the
best and most realistic ever pro
duced.
(Featuring a superb British cast
headed by—
CLIVE BROOK
JOHN CLEMENTS

JUDY CAMPBELL

-—L
116 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
lA UtNlRAk MOTORS MASTKRPIK*

ANY MODEL

The exigencies of peacetime conscription seem likely to
lose to the Detroit Americans one of the most valuable men
in Major League baseball, Hank Greenberg, who has been
placed in Class 1, likely to be called for induction in June,
just as the league race is getting well under way. But Detroit
learned something about hard luck last October.

. . . we’ll be glad to see the first

BURTON-TAYLOR, $4.00

more for an

LIKELY TO LOSE GREENBERG

Double Feature

with
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First Installation In The New Temple

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Camp Vail Delegates To
Be Announced At 4-H
Meeting Saturday

WALDO THEATRE

to

Ha

THE COURIER-GAZETIE

Coming: "Philadelphia Story,”
"Come Live With Me,” “Son of

Monte Cristo.”

TROOP NO. 431
NATIONAL

The Camden snow bowl at Hosmer Pond is an indication
of what can be accomplished when enterprise and careful
planning and management are combined. The Camden loca
tion has been providing skiing in its various forms, skating,
toboggan sliding and other wnter sports for several seasons
and excellent winter carnivals have been held. The enter
prise there has been carried out on rather an ambitious
scale and we understand it has been a success from every
standpoint. The carnival held this Winter presented some
unusually fine attractions and while for the first two days the
weather was unfavorable, the third day brought thousands of
people from all sections of the State to enjoy the various
sports and witness the contests in which large fields of con
testants, Including fifteen dog teams, were entered.
Other snow bowls in various sections of the State while
perhaps not developed on the same scale as the Camden bowl
have been largely patronized this Winter and have become
permanent enterprises and their carnivals important events
that have been attended by thousands of Winter sports
enthusiasts.
We frequently hear someone ask: Why can’t Bangor have
a Winter recreation center? There seems to be no good
reason why It can’t. All that is lacking is enterprise and a
little planning. It has been suggested that at Meadowbrook
golf club the city has at its disposal natural advantages that
could be turned into an ideal snow bowl providing, together
with the river above the dam, all Winter sports under safe
conditions and pleasant surroundings. This'is a suggestion
worth considering. Bangor needs such a place for its boys
and girls and certainly if it provided adequate facilities it
would attract many Winter sports lovers from out of town.
A well-baby clinic will be held

Donald

Chisholm left Bunday

Monday from 2 to 4 at the new for Brattleboro, Vt. where he is

District Nursing Association rooms employed
at 497 Main street, (Bicknell block). Stores.

THESPIAN
SOCIETY

by

the

Wagner

Shoe

Rockland High School

NOTICE!

PRESENTS
AN EVENING OF THREE ONE-ACT PLAYS

“THE COMMAND PERFORMANCE”

“THE HIGH HEART”
“NOT QUITE SUCH A GOOSE”
I, INC.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

The Town of Thomaston books will close on
March 1.

All unpaid taxes will appear in the town

report as delinquent.

HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
x FRIDAY, FEBRUARY
28
.
CURTAIN 8.00 O’CLOCK
ADMISSION 25c AND

GEORGE E. GILLCHREST,
Tax Collector.
40c
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THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, February 27,1941

Honorary Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Editor-in-Chief, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The second showing of the full
A delegate, this year a boy, to be
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
natural color motion picture, “Knox sent to Camp Vail in Springfield,
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
C mty on Parade" which the Knox
C unty Camera club presented at and delegates to State Camp in was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
the Rockland Community Building (Orono, June 25-29., will 'be an papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Feb. 7 will be shown at the same nounced Saturday, at the annual
4-H (Leaders' Conference at the
place March 7.
Sixteen hundred persons attend Ncbleboro Orange hall.
[EDITORIAL]
Many Knox-Lincoln 4-H club
ed the first showing and over 250
vere turned away for lack of stand leaders, assistants, older club boys
“MUCH ADO ABOUT—”
ing room. All tickets that were and girts interested in the style
purchased for the first showing and dress revue, are planning to at
The proposal of a Maine legislator to increase the annual
were not used will be honored at tend the all-day session. Regis
poll tax from $3 to $5 and having it apply to women as well
the door for this show.
tration, in charge of Frank Flagg
as men would provide an additional revenue of $640,000 a year,
The brilliant Kodachrome film of Jefferson, will begin at 9.15
it was explained, but this somehow failed to insure it a very
shows the Industrial and recrea- a. m.
cordial
welcome in some quarters. Immediate opposition was
i nal life of Knox County in full
Promptly at 10. Mrs. Bessie Hardy
voiced
at
the hearing by a Lewiston woman on the ground
natural color. Many persons recog of Hope, county club project leader,
that
taxing
women was “not the thing to do.” The State sec
nized themselves in the colorful will open the conference. This
retary of the Communist party and several other men also
..ernes taken all over the county will be followed by the roll call of
both in the industries and at play leaders given by Bernal Jewett of
registered their opposition. Imposing a poll tax on the femi
at the various public functions of Head Tide. The remainder of the
nine sex has always been the subject of controversy and few
the year. The entire film will be morning will be divided into sepa
of the masculine legislators have relished the idea of
run again and the show will last rate sessions. M. G. Huber, exten
’seeming to be ungallant in the matter. It is, of course, argued
at least two full hours.
sion engineer will meet with the
in rebuttal that women have placed themselves upon the
Admission for adults will remain men and boys and1 have for his
same
plane as men with respect to suffrage, and in increasing
the same, but all school students subject,
“Reconditioning
Farm
numbers
are holding remunerative offices. But in these days
will be admitted for 20 cents, re Tools.”
when additional revenue must be provided in some manner a
gardless of age or grade in school.
Miss Pauline Budge, assistant
poll tax of $3 or even $5 seems rather insignificant beside the
Club members all have tickets for State club leader will meet with
sale.
tremendous and oppressive burdens which the masculine
the women andi discuss ‘‘Quality
property
owner is called upon to assume. The bill to exempt
Schooners Annie & Reuben and Exhibits,” and the girls interested
soldiers
and
sailors from the payment of poll tax during the
Progress are at Maine Central in the style diress Tevue will meet
period
of
their
federal service is quite another matter. That
wharf discharging cargoes of cut for the remainder of the confer
seems to us to be eminently fair.
tone from Deer Isle quarries for ence with Miss Lucinda Rich,
a Naval Academy building at home demonstration agent, who
Annapolis. The stone is being re will help them with selection of
TRAFFIC AND TRAGEDY
shipped by rail—At the Gos6 quarry patterns and materials, construc
The automobile is here, and here to stay, but in its trail
m Ston.ngton there has been quar tion of dress hems, and points on
has come a record of tragedy and accident which almost sur
ried a block of granite 300 feet modeling the dress.
After lunch to be served toy the
long. 50 to 00 feet wide and) about
passes the imagination, and which is graphically set forth in
30 feet thick. Rather a good- Farm Bureau and the Snackety
a booklet entitled “Here Today," just issued by the Travelers
Sewers 4-H, both of Nableboro,
sized pebble.
Insurance Company. It reveals that 36,000 persons were
there will be a business meeting
killed, and more than 1,300,000 others were injured during the
in charge of Miss Anna Simpson,
year 1940. In other words automobile accidents on an aver
county club agent. Ralph C. Went
age day last year took twice the number of lives lost in the
worth, county agent, will discuss
/
/
Kenvil, N. J., powder blast, three times the toll of the Georgia“National and Other Special Con
/
South Carolina hurricane, and four times that of the Little
tests for 1941,* and Kenneth
Falls train wreck or the Lovetsville airplane crash, the report
r
Lovejoy, State club leader, will
/
says. The number injured in traffic on an average day exceeded
conclude the conference with
“Winning Highest Honors.”
the total casualties of the six major disasters of 1940 combined.
Highlights from the annual report, based on official reports
/
The demonstration on the con
from the 48 States, include the following interesting facts:
trol of light planned for tonight at
Exceeding the speed limit was responsible for 40 percent
the Central Maine Power Co’s new
of the fatalities and 26 percent of the injuries in 1940.
offices here for the benefit of the
Every third victim of a fatal traffic accident last year was
science classes of Rockland, Rock
a
pedestrian.
port, Camden, Thomaston, Warren
A
More than 97 percent of all drivers involved in accidents
Union and Waldoboro High Schools,
had
a year or more of operating experience.
has been set ahead one week and
Almost
86 percent of all fatal accidents occurred in clear
will be held at 7.15 p. m. March 6.
The postponement is made neces
weather and almost 78 percent happened when the road sur
Hang your old hat
sary by the public ceremonies in
face was dry.
connection with the opening of the
A composite picture of 1940’s typical accident driver would
on the snow man,
new offices and Masonic Temple.
show that he was an experienced, middle-aged male and that
he was driving a passenger car in good mechanical condition
Mister.
in clear weather during the early evening hours of a Saturday
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By The Roving Reporter

Charles T. Stockton sends us a
copy of the Vera Beach (Fla.)
Press, orange blossom edition. The
smell of printer's ink is missing,
drowned out, perhaps by the fra
grant odor of orange blossoms.

I)

The man who recently boasted
he was grandfather to two children
born the same week yields the palm
to Kennedy Crane, Rockland’s well
known merchant. In this column
Saturday appeared the announce
ment of his two grandchildren born
within two hours of each other on
the same day.

Front row, left to right: Dr. H. L. Richards, Walter Dimiek. Second row: Robert Stevens, Arthur McLen
nan, George Black, Roy Jones, Adelbert French, Gerald McPhee. Third row: Jesse Bradstreet, Edgar McBrine,
W. Leeman Oxton, George Hamlin, Louis Walker, James Pease.
—Photo by Cullen.

The first installation in the new
Masonic Temple was held Tuesday
night by Rockland Lodge, F_A.M.,
with 225 in attendance. Rt. Wor.
Louis A. Walker installed, with the
able assistance of Wor. Martin S.
Graves as grand marshal and Rev.
Herman R. Wlnchenbaugh as grand
chaplain.
Officers installed were, George W.
Hamlin, worshipful master; Edgar
McBrine, senior warden; Walter G.

Dimiek, junior warden; Jesse Bradstreet, treasurer; I. Lawton Bray,
secretary; Robert Stevens, chap
lain; George A. Black, marshal;
Gerald McPhee, senior deacon;
Roy Jones, junior deacon; Adelbert
A. French, senior steward; James
A. Pease, junior steward; Arthur C
McLennan, tyler.
A special feature on the program
was two solos: “I Hear a Rhapsody"
and “We Three" sung by the popu-

Rockland Lions

May Soon Be Free

Listen To Talk By Safety
Engineer Wishman, Who
Praises the Sea Scouts
What the National Safety Coun
cil has done in the last 28 years
and what it is now seeking to do
through educational effort, was decribed at yesterday’s meeting of
the Rockland Lions Club by Oscar
E. Wishman, safety engineer at the
plant of the Lawrence Portland
Cement Company in Thomaston.
Because he is not fully convales
cent from a two months’ struggle
with grippe, Mr. Wishman cur
tailed his remarks considerably
within the allotted time, but an
swered several timely questions in
the open forum.
Mr. Wishman is also skipper of
the Red Jacket troop of Sea Scouts,
giving his time and efforts freely,
and declared it to be “a wonderful
organization and as fine a bunch of
boys as you will find anywhere.”
He advised the Lions to become
more closely acquainted with the
troop which it is sponsoring, and
this could be done by delegating
members to attend occasional
meetings.
In 1915 the safety organization
became active in the cement zone
because, he said, the cement in
dustry is one of the most hazardous
in the United States. The men are
educated to the fact that hazards
do exist, and to the methods of
avoiding accidents.
Occupational deaths throughout
the country in 1940 numbered
17.000, automobile fatalities 32,000,
fatalities in the home 32,000 and
deaths from hunting,, recreational
pursuits, etc. 16,000, drawing from
this data, the belief that industrial
plants are safer than our own
homes.
District Governor Bill Niehoff of
Waterville was a guest yesterday
and spoke briefly.
It was announced that a souvenir
in the form of a miniature lobster
crate had been sent to the Lions
Club in Joplin, Mo.

Yesterday’s Hearing
Showed Sentiment For
Removal of Carlton
Bridge Tolls
Senator Friend, chairman of the
legislative ways and bridges com
mittee, promised "quick action" on
a bill to free the Carlton bridge at

lar boy singer, Ernest Munro, and
orchestral music was furnished by
Hal’s Rhythmaires. Refreshments
and dancing concluded the happy
evening
On the refreshments committee
were Mrs. Roy Jones, Miss Kathleen
Weed, Mrs. George W. Hamlin,
Mrs. Edgar McBrine, Mrs. Arthur
McLennan, Miss Winnifred Dimiek,
Mrs. Robert Stevens and Mrs. Walter G. Dimiek.

A Truck Scarcity

Manufacturers Unable To
Get the Building Materials
Says Stanley Boynton

Speaking of coincidences! Frank
M. Tibbetts, registry clerk at the
Post Office, tells me of two regis
tered letters arriving the same day,
and bearing the same registry num
ber—2379. Yet they came from
such widely divergent places as Ox
nard, Calif., and Orange, N. J.,
Small world, eh?
Here's a question for you dancers:
How many can do the five-step
so popular a generation ago. I will
be glad to get replies on this sub
ject, or any interesting gossip per
taining to oldtime dancing.

Carbon paper used in typewriting
is produced in U. S. factories to the
extent of nearly $12,000,000 annual
ly, according to the Census. Type
writer and other ink ribbons have a
factory value of nearly $7,500,000.

“That cheery note of Springtime
news comes from Lincolnville, writ
ten to the rhapsodical tune, “Rob
Manufacturer's inability to ac ins are here!" Mrs. Effie Dickey,
quire steel and raw materials is correspondent, sends the joyful tid
responsible for a truck shortage ings.
and an inevitable prospect of de
layed deliveries according to Stan
Stahl’s Tavern in Waldoboro,
ley Boynton, local dealer, who where a congenial group foregathers
has just completed a survey of by night, the chief subject for de
truck
construction equipment bate is not the Lease-Lend Bill. No,
in Portland! and Boston.
sir! It concerns the cribbage cham
The manufactures, he said, would pionship.
guarantee no delivery until the
last week in April, and some would
The proportion of the population
not premise trucks earlier than 90
aged 65 to 70 nearly doubled be
days.
tween 1870 and 1930, according to
“Anyone considering bidding on
Census records.
equipment for an airport or other
defense project should place or
Here’s a quiz question for the
ders immediately," said Boynton.
youngsters
whose life span to date
The vice president of the Mack
comes
between
the two ages of
Corporation, with whom he was in
shipbuilding:
What's
the difference
contact, recently declined an or
der for 50 dump trucks at $10,000 between a “dub" and a “dubber?"
The latter term which was by way
each.
of becoming obsolete, is now quite
in vogue again.

Naval Base Here

The Black Cat allowed the other
day that pussy-willows would soon
Rockland Has Been
be ln blossom
Well, sir, here
Selected—Will Be Located comes Wesley Long, son of Mr. and
George Long of 28 South
When Funds Are Available Mrs.
Main
street, with a sprig of ’em
Representative Cleveland Sleeper,
picked
near his home.
The Navy contemplates establish
who leads fight for abolition of
ing at least seven bases along the
Carlton Bridge tolls.
From “No. 11’’—my pet title for a
New England coast for patrol ves
well known Camden postal official
sels
for
local
defense-submarine
Bath of tolls, after hearing pro
chasers, torpedo boats and other —comes this welcome note:
ponents assert that there was “no small Navy craft.
“With reference to a recent Black
Cat
article relative to the marking
reason why the bridge may not
Representative Flaherty (D-Mass)
of
a
newspaper will say that the
a
member
of
the
House
naval
af

be thrown open at once."
FBI.
will not crack down on you
fairs
committee,
said
navy
officials
The 'bridge would automatically
for
marking
a newspaper, calling at
had
advised
him
they
already
had
become toll free on retirement of
tention
to
a
particular paragraph,
the last bond, due in May, but un allocated $1,290,000 for such a base
providing that you do not use any
at
Newport,
R.
I.,
$640,000
for
one
der the bill, which would amend
wording for that purpose.”
an act of 1925 providing for con in Boston and $345,000 for New
And that's what I wished to know.
struction of the bridge, it would London, Conn.
Other sites at which such bases
become free when the State au
will
be located in the future, when A nine-days' wonder: The weather
ditor reports enough tolls collec
funds
are appropriated, are La- of the last nine days.
ted to retire the State's obligation.
moine,
Portland
and Rockland, Me.,
The bond does not come due un
and Woods Hole. Mass.
Franksgiving or Thanksgiving,
til May 1. but Representative Cleve
that's what New York State is
land Sleeper, Jr., of Rockland, al
trying to settle. The State Legis
so a proponent, said “tolls should War Ace Killed
lature toy a large majority has
not be collected after a sufficient
The early morning radio broad passed a bill which would estab
amount has been collected to re cast told of an airplane crash near lish the last Thursday in November
Announcement
tire the bonds.” There was $128,- Stone Mountain, Georgia, with as Thanksgiving Day.
000 on hand from tolls. “mcTe probably many fatalities, including
DR. NEIL A. FOGG
than enough" to retire the last of Eddie Rickenbacker the famous
Tomorrow is the last day of
IFill Be At Rockland
the bonds, he said.
World War ace and a Congressman. February. Here’s your hat; what's
on
Bearing an emergency clause, The tragedy occurred within six your hurry?
the
'bill would become effective im miles of the airport destination.
Tuesdays* Wednesdays
mediately
on toeing passed by the
and Thursdays
Senator Ralph O. Brewster's at
legislature and signed by the Gov help to our region.”
titude on National Defense meas
for Consultation and Surgery
ernor.
Rep. Neota Fowles Grady of ures w)H toe that of a man whose
Declaring that his section “suf Whitefield said that a caucus of son is a buck private in the Army.
Office, 38 Union Street,
fers” from the “slight handicap" legislators ln five counties near And it can always be counted upon
Tel. 712 (Dr. North)
the tolls impose. Sleeper said pass the bridge had voted “unanimous as having a common sense back
18-tf
age of the bill would ‘toe a great ly” in favor of the bill.
ground.
Sleeper read an opinion of the
attorney general which declared
Mr. Ripley may not believe it,
that “though the tolls also take but we have had 19 consecutive
LOBSTER POUND OPERATOR
care of upkeep and maintenance” pleasant days in fickle February.
the law does not call for this
"after the bonds are retired.”
WANTED
One year ago: Memorial exercises
No one registered opposition.
were held at the Universal 1st
An experienced man, to operate a Lobster Pound in
Church for those who lost their
State
Senator
Lauren
M.
San

lives
when the dragger Madeline Sc
Maine. Must understand the buying and shipping.
born of Portland will toe the Ro- Floar foundered —James Jones, 74,
Must live on premises; 100,000 pounds capacity.
| tary speaker tomorrow. The club died at his home on Warren street.’
Apply to—
has started plans for a ladies —Mrs. G W. Hemingway fell, frac
night next month and Editor Crie turing one of her hips.—Miss Ruth
J. CHAMBERS
of the Bulletin notes that it ls al Barter of St. George was in a seri
87 Waltham Street, Boston, Mass.
most time for the annual town ous auto accident in Granby, her
companion being fatally injured.
meeting program.
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as a special part. “The Truth About
Hie Courier-Gazette Leif Erickson’’ is a beautifully bound
blue cloth library edition of 44#
-TTMES-A-WKM
pages, full up with thrills that opens
not thine hands be
history never before understood.
3: 16.
This book is a distinct addition to
our historical data needed for the
beginnings of European life in this
hemisphere.
K. S. P.
• • • •
(By K. S. F.)
Wisdom For Widows, by Toni
The Truth About Leif Ericson Torrey. Publishers, E. P. Dunt on
i &i Co.. New York.
and The Greenland Voyages. Anther .
This book written by a Bangor
william B Goodwin. Meador Pub woman, whose courage and common
lishing'Company, Boston.
sense ls mingled in producing a
This remarkable book Ls the re most helpful and friendly volume,
sult of many years of study and re- I for those who are unfortunate
search. Dating back to the earliest enough to need this line of advice.
historical references to North Pull up with sound common sense
America and its discovery by Euro advice from an experience with the
peans, bringing clear to those who tests that come to widows.
read, the part played in these di.--1 In fact it is not merely the lonely
coveries by the men from Greenland, widow who profits by the excellent
long before Christopher Columbus advice found here for every mother
A composite picture of Uncle Sam being presented to President
Roosevelt by Elk officials. Standing (I. to r.) are Judge James T.
made his memorable voyage in 1492 and daughter.
'fallinan of N. Y., U. S. Senator Robert F. Wagner, N. Y., Grand
Countless volumes have been • There are chapters suited to most
of
the
perplexing
moments
in
wom

xalted Ruler Joseph G. Buch of N. J^ James K. Nicholson. Chairman
written covering the Greenland voy
’As National Defense Commission and Mai. Charles S. Ilart of N. Y.
an's
life.
If
there
are
children,
her
.
ages to our shores from Leif Eric
more
son down. The various opinions as cares and -anxieties
---------- -are
.........
— dif
--  Waited Ruler Percy L. McPhee mission and will be used by the
ficult.
to Just where these voyages of the ficult
of the Rockland Lodge of Elks an- War Department as a national de
This5 bock IS
is replete with per
personal1,J nQunced today that the local
Greenland-Northmen extended have j Th*-*
fense poster. At a distance of ten
never before been satisfactorily laid experiences and
* d
;fense Committee appointed by him feet, it is a remarkable portrait of
down. There were four of the million pitfalls that ,
’consisting of Austin Brewer, Blake Uncle Sam—held up close it be
Greenland expeditions, yet not a anhood.
annood. She gives good and healthy
health.; B
and Jo<?
in c0_ comes a group of individual people
she(,operation
J
single theory offered up to the pres-j} advice to wives as well and
a
with local school authori- and things which go to make up the
masterly atti
ent year has fulfilled all the require- takes aa courageous,
courageous masterly
atu-
d:£tribulmg the poster cards important elements in our national
must and ruies governing the patriotic defense.
ments mentioned in very definite tude
tude thousands
thousands of
of women
women must
and direct accounts left us. of an | meet
meet—yea,
yea, millions,
millions, for
for she
she tells us essay contest in which National
The Committee has chosen a jury
there
are
over
4.000,000
widows in Elks prizes of $1009. $500 and $250 of three, consisting of Prin. Joseph
island lying both to the north and, there are over
east of the land; a cape northeast this country alone, and the charac are offered as well as $15, $10 and E. Blaisdell, of Rockland High
of that Lsland, which ran to the ter that is shown in this test of $5 by the local lodge.
School, John M. Richardson of The
northward, a flord-llke sound run heroic effort will save the day if. Tbis COntest is unique in that it Courier-Gazette and T. E. McInnis
ning into the land from the east to met with piactical common sense, I cads for an anaiysjs Of the painting of the local lodge who will select
Each chapter is worthy of deep
ync)e gam in addition to writing the three best essays of the contest
the west’between that island and
this cape; navigable tidal river consideration for health and hap-i a 300 to 500 word essay on “What which closes March 31.
I Uncle Sani Means To Me."
Students can obtain the rules of
which entered that sound from the piness and personal guidance.
Again a Maine woman has scored 1
pamting is a composite pic- tiie contest from their school prin
west, after passing through a lake;
finally a ness in that lake, close to in the broad field of books. Her ture of Uncle Sam by the well- cipals and from members of the
the site of Leif's houses, where were balanced deductions, her high line of j^nown artist C. C. Beall. It was Elks National Defense Committee
the winter quarters on all the ethics, her normal approach to the recently presented to President or from Secretary J. N. Southard
known Greenland expeditions to inevitable, and her poise in adversity Roosevelt by members of the com at the Elks Home.
Wineland between A. D. 1001 and are all helpful in building anew
best that one can out of adversity.
1025
DUTCH NECK
Mrs Torrey was educated at the
Some 57 illustrations give back
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Miller and
University
of
Maine
and
there
ma

ground to the reasoning for this
(by Grace S. Bowden)
Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Elwell of
jored
in
economics.
She
has
one
clarity. These Greenland voyages
An out-of-door picnic was held Bath were visitors Sunday at the
son.
and
one
daughter
bom
six
to America are found in the Ice
months after her husband's death. Saturday noon under the direction home of Mr. and Mrs. Granville
land sagas.
Read every chapter of this cou of Principal William D. Hall. Those Gross.
Here is much about the Maine
rageous
advice-filled excellent study who attended were Eleanor MerriArthur Stahl has returned to
and New England coast that is
thew, Leah Graham, Bradley Bunk Bremen, Long Island, after sev
thrillingly alive with new and fresh of woman’s problems in life.
Mrs Antoinette Gould Torrey, who er, Richard MacLeod, Charlotte eral weeks spent with his parents
historical data never before known.
writes
under the name of Toni Tor- Rowe, Dorothea Randall, Una Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
The story of this part of America
rey
dedicates
her book to her par- Caron, Pauline Dole, Gertrude Mcbeing called "Norumbega'’ takes
Eben Wallace and Maynard Win
ents
Mr
and
Mrs.
George P. Gould Kenney, Dorothea Leavitt. John
away from Bangor thts distinction
chenbach have employment in
and
her
husband's
Seekins
and
Evelyn
Chatto.
of Bangor,
Izora Duncan, ’23, a teacher in the Bath.
K. S. P.
parents.
Mary Snow School, Bangor, is
a. E. W.nchenbach called Wedspending
a
week
visiting
the
laboranesday
on relatives in South WalHAVE GONE FAR AFIELD
tory school.
»
doboro. •
Sherwood Sidelinger. son of Mr.
Miss Elizabeth DeShon, critic
Miss Villa Stahl and Ralph
and Mrs. Arthur Sidelinger, of
teacher
in
grades
sub
primary
and
Stahl
Broadcove called recently
Nobleboro. is enroute for Vichy, first, is ill. Miss Madalene Mayo on Mr.ofar.d
Mrs. Herbert Stahl,
France, where he will be a radio is substituting in her absence.
| Mr. and Mrs. Robert Winchenoperator. Mr. Sidel nger, from a
Priscilla Plummer and Verna bacb were guests Sunday of Mr.
child,
was interested in radio and Mitchell have returned to Rock
Use This 3 > PURPOSE Modicino
and Mrs. Alex Hill in Friendship
At the very first sniffle, sneeze, or sign as soon as he was old enough, en land where they are doing cadet and also called on Mr. and Mrs.
of a cold put just a few drops of Vicks tered the government radio school teaching in the elementary schools.
Winfield Lash in Cushing.
Va-tro-nol up each nostril. If used in at Hampton Roads. After finish
Blanche True and Maxine Kent
time, Va-tro-nol's stimulating action
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chute were
actually helps prevent many colds from ing his preparation, he was as spent the weekend at the U. of M. calkrs Sunday on relatives Walsigned to the cruiser Louisville, as the guests of Miss True's brother,
developing.
deboro.
. . . And remember this, when a head where he served 10 years and Prank.
cold makes you miserable, or transient
Mrs. Shirley Morey Pendleton,
congestion ‘'fills up" nose at night, reached to the rank of first class
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
spoils sleep—3-purpose Va-tro-nol gives radio operator. Unt 1 sent to Vichy Mrs. John MacLeod and Luette
(I) shrinks swollen he was in government radio service MacLeod, of Islesboro and Dark
valuable help as it (1
membranes, (3)
in Washington for a considerable Harder, visited Polly Pendleton and
relieves Irritation.
Alice MacLeod this weekend.
(3) helps flush out
time.
nasal passages,
A student broadcast was given
Randall Jones, of Nobleboro, is
clearing clogging
mucus. Enjoy the ___ —— Msaa a secretary at the American em over WLBZ Saturday. Participat
ing were: Myrtle Condon, Marie
relief it brings.
VA'TRO'NOL bassy in Moscow.
Porter, Marjorie
Leach
Polly
Pendleton, Georgene Grindle, and
Celia Stone. Mrs. Ruth Crouse act
ed as soloist.
IN BRICK OVENS
Eunice B. King, formerly a stu
dent at the University of North
Carolina, now traveling secretary
of the Student Volunteer Move
ment and a member of the general
The Best Values We’ve
committee of the New England j
Student Christian Movement is to'
address the members of the Chris- '
Ever Offered
tian Association as guest speaker
Tuesday afternoon.
4—1940 MERCURY FORDORS
Mildred Pearse of Lincolnville1
visited
Gertrude McKenney, ’41,' 1........ aJS
1—1940 PLYMOUTH TUDOR
this weekend.
1—1940 FORD TUDOR
A special supper was served in
honor of the boys’ basketball team
1—1939 MERCURY SEDAN COUPE
of Oakfield who played the ESNS
1—1939 FORD FORDOR
boys Friday evening. A dance was
held after the game.
1—1939 FORD TUDOR
Virginia Howe, a senior at the
1—1939 FORD COUPE
U. of M., spent the weekend with
her sister, Ruth Howe, '41 of Union.
1—1938 PLYMOUTH FORDOR

TALK OF TI1

ELKS PATRIOTIC ESSAY CONTEST

Book Review

At Castine Normal

^COLD
THREATENS

FLAVOR THAT’S

VlwlU-

ORN"

USED CARS AND TRUCKS

1

baked beans

1—1938 FORD TUDOR
1—1937 TERRAPLANE FORDOR
1—1937 NASH COUPE AUX. SEATS
1—1937 FORD STATION WAGON
MANY OTHER GOOD USED CARS
1—1939 FORD PICK-UP
1— 1937 FORD 1/2 TON PANEL
2— 1937 CHEVROLET PICK-UPS
3— 1937 FORD PICK-UPS
1— 1936 FORD 1/2 TON PANEL
SEVERAL OTHER i/2 TON UNITS
2— 1940 FORDS 158” CHASSIS
2—1938 FORDS 158” CHASSIS
2— 1938 FORDS 134” CHASSIS
1—1937 CHEVROLET 157” CHASSIS

1— 1937 CHEVROLET HYD. DUMP
3— 1937 FORDS 131” CHASSIS
2— 1936 FORD HYD. DUMPS
MANY OTHER 131” AND 157” UNITS
Some With Hydraulic Dump, Van and Stake Bodies

WE BUY AND SELL

SEARSMONT

Wyman G. Drinkwater and Ken
neth A. Plaisted were recent busi
ness visitors in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Bickford
and family of Bangor called at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard E.
Cushman recently.
Mr and Mrs. W. B. Bowley and
grandson, Robert Bowley all of
South MontviUe visited Friday with
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dumon.

GOOD
USED CARS

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

WALDOBORO TEL 61

ROCKLAND TEL. 475

Room 21fl. Kresge Bldg. 241
Water St. Tel. 1155, Aw
rwsta. Me. Small Loan Statute
Ucease No. 1. charges 3% on

wipaJd monthly balances up tc
$150; 2ty% monthly on balance

skove.

hal.

March 1—Knox Pon
.TihHope Orange
SMarc" » Waldolxn
. “ at High School a
<l March 3 North Hut

I

Ass’n meets at Bi ll
' March 10- Lincolnd

FOUR A‘P FOOD SAVINCS BECIN HERE'. \

STEAKS.r ROASTS

HEAVY STEER BEEF

Porterhouse, Sirloin,
Bottom Bound
LB
or N. Y. Sirloin

TURKEYS
COOKED HAMS
HAMS
FANCY FOWL
CHICKENS
FRESH SHOULDERS
PORK LOINS
LAMB LEGS

FANCY NORTHWESTERN

WHOLE or
EITHER HALF

LB

SUNNYFIELD - WHOLE
or SHANK HALF

5 TO 6 LB. AVG.

LB

Compare them all
WITH WHAT YOU PAY

ELSEWHERE - - - NOW!

SMOKED-LEAN

Shoulders 6 TO 8 LB AVG u17c
Minced Ham or Bologna ie19c

lb27c

ROASTING

LEAN-6 TO
8 LB. AVG-LB

“March 17-St. Patil

A FEW TEMPTING,“SPECIALS"

4 TO 5 LB. AVERAGE

nmJHimaam

15c

BE SURE YOUR PURCHASES INCLUDE FISH
FOR YOUR LENTEN MEALS

b19c

Haddock Fillets
Flounder Fillets
FANCY, SOFT MEATED
23
c
Mackerel Fillets
BONED AND ROLLED
Lamb Fores IF DESIRED ib14‘ Rib Roast HEAVY STEER BEEF
Steak Cod
, 2M TO 3 LB
BONELESS
Native Chickens AVERAGE
Chuck Roast Heavy
Steer Beef u27‘
FANCY, SLICED
Halibut
P
Mackerel
BY PIECE or SLICE
CALIFORNIA NAVEL
Salmon
ORANGES
EXTRA LARGE
ooz 29' Shrimp
GREEN PEAS FRESH TENDER 2 .s 19' Smelts
FOR STEWING
Oysters
WHOLE or EITHER HALF

WINESAP APPLES
3 LB
PECK

Spinach
Iceberg Lettuce

19‘
>d5c

HOTHOUSE

BUTTER
BUTTER
FRESH CHEESE
PURE LARD

Vs LB PRINTS

35c
36c
21c
8C

Cheese

Fairmont

37

LB

N. Y. STATE
MILD

SUNNYFIELD
REFINED

2

24T$ POUND BAG

SUNNYFIELD

24H POUND BAG

24^ LB
BAG

CRESTVIEW
MEDIUM SIZE

a

YELLOW EYE, PEA or
w KIDNEY-FAMILY SIZE dfa CANS

YANKEE - YELLOW EYE,

km

PEA OR KIDNEY

16 OZ

Brown Bread
2 CANS 25®
NO. 2
Maine Peas MORNING SUN CAN 10®
NO 2
Iona Peas
CAN 9®
4 'Sr4 25'
Iona Tomatoes
2ty
Peaches SLICE^OR^ALVES 2 NO.
CANS 25’
17 OZ
Cranberry Sauce SPRAYOCEAN
TIN 11'
Fruit Cocktail
.2^ 35'

28 OZ
CAN

NO 2'j

Pitted Dates

MARVIN
PILLSBURY’S
SNO-SHEEN

SUNNYFIELD

25‘
10'
10'
23'
7!i OZ
PKG 10s
44 OZ
PKG 23'
25'

CAN

BOKAR
COFFEE

A

Z

1 LB AAC

BAGS

CO

CANS

dexo

A&P Home Style or
A
4 F"|
Z
1 j)

SOFT
TWIST

Tonight, serve an appetizing dish of
Ann Page Macaroni or Spaghetti, made
of Fancy Semolina, found only .in the
best. Nourishing...delicious... thrifty!

3

Chopped Mixed Ticklei in » Smooth

Creamy Tart Sauce

ANN PAGE SANDWICH SPNEAD

A&P Bakery Features!

19<

E

Dorothy Frost, i |
Nettie B. Frost, a
College, was i ecent I
member of the ca
to be produced i
Playerrs in the nt
Frost graduated i|
High in 1938. Whil<
a member of the
Glee Club, the Nali
ciety, the Dramai a
valedictorian of 1
Bates she is a |
Choral Society, tlij
MacFarlane Club,
of the campus publJ
Rummage Sale Si
tion Army Hall.
Visit Lucien K.
second floor, 16 Si |
Fellows Block, City.
Coats and Cloth Coa|
prices.

BEA1
MRS. YORK *
Saturday

Night,

Fine Prizes—Se
To be given al

DANl
EVERY SATURI
East Union
Ladies 20c; Men 3d

Dance Satur
SOUTH HOPE GI3
Old and New|
WOODCOCK S O
Admission 25c. 35c

Gold, Marble, Silver Iced or P.ais.e

oinwuiiiu![i!ignw^

WE PRESENT I
LENTEN
MASTERPIECE!

CROSS
UNS
TENDEKI

%°RZ 1

PILES! PILES
W’hy spend money
remedies? Pile I>rl
relief at onre. Mori
delighted. II. A. Ml
Me. (mailed anyuiil
51-00). On sale an
Rate Store, ItocklaJ

BURP,
FUNERAL

Made from Freshly Roaited Peanuta Ground and Salted

ANN PAGE PEANUT BUTTER

Ambulance

Made from Gfelden Juice and Tanay Peel

ANN PAGE ORANGE MARMALADE

Visitors will be
the new Masonic
day, open house t
the Masonic bodie;
Central Maine Po
which is quarte
ground floor. Tli
niture Company
furnishings for til
reception hall, m
be furnished by sj
don on the elec! j
tral Maine official
sentatives of the
sonic bodies will
formal reception <

LOAVES

I□

MACARONI M SPAGHETTI

Joseph Stickney
warden, of the Fish
partment, will give
trated with lanten
mooMi of tii<‘ O I
Men’s Association, I
at 8 o'clock.

1 LB 4 OZ

8 OZ <
PKGS

Eleven above, said
mometer this monl
tinued cold, said the
in Boston. Tomonj
and warmer. So tin
—and many pensc
worst month—may
lamb-like. Everyb.
urday's military cod

Elk’s Beano Fridai
prize drawn each

A REAL MONEY SAVER!

Double your money back unless you and your family say
of any Ann Page Food, ”It’s as fine as any we’ve tasted
... and it’s so tnrifty, too!” We make this generous offer
on our Thrifty 33 Ann Page Foods because we’re posi
tive that in flavor and goodness these famous foods are
tops. Thev’re money-saving because they’re both made
and sold by A&P and the savings thus made are shared
with you. Just compare them in taste... and economy!

Th?We|

For flying instrue
Treat, 68 Grace . ,
adv.

3l,tn47'

r

RED CIRCLE a i lb aac
COFFEE
ZbagsZS

27‘z. 02 23c

Cocomalt
8 ozcan 21'
COCOnOg
8 02 CAN 15'
Shredded Wheat NBC 2 PKGS 21'
Rolled Oats SUNNYFIELD 2
29c
Mello-Wheat ANN PAGE 2 PKG?* 29'
Spry
uB™17'
Pard Dog Food
3 CANS 25'

White House
14J4OZ

15c
21c

pkg

Guaranteed
100% Pure
Hydrogenated
Vegetable
Shortening

Sul

16 02.

CAN
NO. >,(
CAN
16 Cfne*
CANS

16 OZ CAN 4C
Daily Dog Food
Palmolive Soap
2 CAKES 11®
Palmolive Soap
25'
Super Suds cc»e LGE PKG 18'
24 CZ
Soap Grains WHITE SAIL 2 PKG^ 25'
LGE
Klek
9 oz
8C 2 PKGS 31'
Soap Powder WHITE SAIL 2
25'
Octagon Soap
2
7'

69
67c
93c
45c
25c
10c

A&P Plums
2 CANS
RECIPF ERANC
Marshmallows 1 LB CELLO 3AC
Cracker Jacks
3 PKGS
OZ
Pitted Dates DROMEDARY 2 7'iPKGS

Cake Flour
Cake Flour

B&M Codfish Flakes

SHARP
Well Cured

SUNNYFIELD

FAMILY FLOUR
PASTRY FLOUR
PILLSBURY'S FLOUR
EVIMW
Be kA t*E A klC
DE VPI
A
BEAKS

A&l

16 02 I24c
CAN

Tomato Soup ANN PAGE
19°
11
c
Fancy Shrimp
5!i 02 CAN
i
Crabmeat
FANCY QUALITY
CAN 19c

LB PKG

Cheese

COLD
STREAM

Pink Salmon

Medium Red Salmon

TOP GRADE QUALITY

SUNNYFIELD

SULTANA

Steak Salmon

SILVERBROOK

PKG 9C

Red Salmon

PRODUCTS

DAIRb

Nutley Margarine

LENTEN SUGGESTIONS!Canned Salmon Week!

2 FOR 25'
3 LBS 25'

HOTHOUSE

" “'‘J
April 13 Easter

keeping open

*

6 « 29'

Cucumbers
Beet Greens

lb 1
ul
u 1:

l,27‘

ib27‘
* FRUITSanpVECETABLES

|

*n&arch * 10-WaldObn

ALL PRICES ARE LOW-NOT JUST

25c
23c

LB

l! M trch IO -Cftmde:
SJ“rch 10 Frlent!

35

28c
29c

LB

ANN PAGE

monthly payments. Write In
or telephone us today. There’s
no obligation.

- North lb
at Orange

TEA

PRICES SUBJECT TO MARKET CHANGES

WISCASSET, ME.

Need extra cash to pay old hillsS
meet a financial emergency or buy
things? You can get a loan of $15
to $150" or more at
if
you can afford to make small

,..,b 28 Thespian
thEe'one-act plays « :

1( March 3-Warren - ’ll
March 6—State com
Independent Oil Mt. J

“Grocery and produce prices also effective at Belfast, and 37 Elm Street, Camden"

^£ARpNl

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

UP TO 20*/>

462 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Lessons By Experienced Welders
TELEPHONE 43-5,

—yet women who form
erly bought other higherpriced, nationally known
teas but who now serve
Nectar say they

SUPER MARKETS

Rockland Stores Only

Lowest Erics in histsry!

SEE US FOR GOOD TRADES

SERVICE

co-operate

HVre happy to
with the Federal Surplus
Foods Statnp Flan.

ram

FORD TRACTORS

SALES

FAMOUS
FOR FLAVOR!

EVAP. MILK

WISCASSET WELDING SCHOOL

Every-Other-D

2

TELEP1I0

A Real rsvorife — Th« mustard f lavor Most Per ole Prefer

390 or 181-1

ANN PAGE MUSTARD

110-112 LIMEKO<1

ROCKLAM
iSi’.jitiiiL'h.jini'!^ i„i iiih ii •

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day
jALK

,MOUS
FLAVOR!
,omen who forajght other highernationally known
it who now serve
say they

UP TO 20%
eaaaM

25
.OW-NOTJUST
G “SPECIALS"
them all
YOU PAY
. - - NOW!
3KED-LEAN
) 8 LB AVG

17'
Bologna u 19C
LB

1ASES INCLUDE FISH
ITEN MEALS

7'
u 15‘
13'
12'
23'
u8‘
u19‘
el

i

)Y, SLICED
rANCY
:E or SLICE

u19'
IB 1 3'
CY
JEWING
PH ,23'
IGESTIONS:
E, TANCY

ion Week!
16 02 |

24c
15c
NO. h
CAN 21c
CAN

16 02.
CAN

mon

2Ja6Ns 35c

O

NN PA .L

IY QUALITY

lakes

19c

CANS

OZ CAN

UC

CAN

19®

2cans23c
16 OZ

2 cakes
3

4
11®

25C
;e pkg 1 8C
2
25c
LGE
PKGS 31c
IL 2 PKGS 25c
2 BARS 7C
CAKE

2
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OF THE TOWN

8 OZ CAN

at
NN PA(

7C
od

2 n
2 PKGS
2
3

21 C
I 5C
21c
29c
29c

3 LB TIN

4 / C

CANS

25c

L MONEY SAVER!

Home Style or
1 LB 4 OZ
LOAVES

lakery Features!
D
s

19

>c, Silve» Iced 01 P.a«s«r»

.’iiiii:iiii:mi8iiiiiii!Niii!'iiiiiiiHiiiiiBii^
WE PRESENT fi
J)UR LENTEN
MASTERPIECE! |

HOT
ROSS
SUNS
. SWEET • TEHPERJ

The New Central Maine Offices

E even above, said the porch ther
mometer this morning, and con
tinued cold, said the weather sharps
" Boston. Tomorrow, light snow
jnd warmer. So the shortest month
tland many persons believe the
worst month—may go out sort of
lamb-like. Everybody awaits Sat'.day military command—March!

YOU WILL FIND IN OUR MARKETS EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK!

SMOKED
SHOULDERS
PORK
ROAST

—2*4 TO 3 POUND AVERAGE,

Thomas—At Rockland. Feb. 20. to
Mr and Mrs. Howard Thomas, a son
—Arthur Howard.
Spear At Knox Hospital, Feb. 22. to
Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard R. Spear of
Warren, a daughter Cynthia Jayne.
Carr At Spruce Head, Feb. 21. to
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Carr, a daugh
ter—Violet Rebecca.

MARRIED
Roberts-Fuller — At Searsmont. Feb.
22. Stanley E. Roberts and Nellie A.
Fuller, both of Searsmont.—By Rev.
Mary S. Olbson.
Esancy-Carter—At Morrill, Feb. 15.
Earland E. Esancy of Liberty and Miss
Marguerite Carter of Montvllle. By
Rev. Melvin H. Dorr. Jr.

every SATURDAY NIGHT
East Union Pavilion

The midnight stars are gleaming
On a marked but lonely grave;
In Calvary, peacefully sleeping
Lies our mother we could not save.
Ladies 20c; Men 35c, tax included In dreams we see your dear sweet face.
kiss your cold, cold brow
22*Th*S5 And
And whisper. "As we loved you then.
We love our mother now.”
Mildred Mills. Grace and Frances
Howes
Malden. Mass.
Dance

Saturday Night

PILES! PILES!! PILES!!!
Why spend money on useless pile
f'medies? Pile Driver will five
reiief at once. Money back if not
flighted. H, A. MARR, Warren
(mailed anywhere in Maine,
51.00,. On sale at Carroll’s Cut
ILate Store, Rockland. 122Th-tf

AT OUR MODERN

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank Drs. Jameson. Soule
and Dennison for their kindness to
me. during my stay at Knox Hospital,
also the nurses, who gave me such
nice care
I also wish to thank Al
mond Hall, and Robert McGee for
taking me to and from the hospital,
and Alfred Hocking and family for
their many acts of kindness also the
Odd Fellows and friends who sawed
and split my wood, and all friends
who sent me letters cards and fruit.
Frank E. Kerswell

St. George

Our Grange Corner
Pleasant Valley Grange met
Tuesday, observing neighborhood
night. The meeting was well at
tended. Perry Greene, owner of
the famous Chinook Dog Kennels
was the guest speaker, telling of
his recent 502-mlle dog team trip
from Fort Kent to Kittery. His
talk was of absorbing interest and
he was given hearty applause.
Other members on the program
were: Group singing, ''God Bless
Americasolo, “In the Garden,”
Henry Payson, Penobscot View
Grange; guitar solos, Raymond Ja
cobson, St. George Grange; paper
on “Washington as a Farmer,” Na
than Hopkins, Megunticook Grange;
“The Old Violin,” Sybil Anderson,
Owls Head Grange; solo, “I Long
to Hear the Church Choir Again,”
Emma Kinney, St. George Grange;
story, J. Herbert Gould, Megunti
cook Grange; reading, Myrtle Cas
sidy, Owls Head Grange; closing
song, Rev. and Mrs. Kenneth Cassens, Pleasant Valley Grange.
Remarks were made by represen
tatives of each of the nine Granges
present. Refreshments were served.
The lecturer offers this program
for March 4: Opening song No.ll
in The Patron; discussion, ‘Should
Marriage and Divorce Laws be Re
vised?” duet, Raymond Andersen
and Myron Young; solo, Edward
M. Tolman; stunt, Myron Young;
readings, F.L.S. Morse; roll call,
"What I Will do cn Next week's
Literary Program;” writing a let
ter, by all; closing song by the
worthy chaplain, Kenneth Cassens.
Members of Pleasant Valley
Grange interested in organizing a
Grange club will meet tonight at
the home of Mr. and! Mrs. Myron
Young, Dunton avenue. Each mem
ber is to take sandwiches and a
nickle, the latter to apply to the
regalia fund.
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange
held a benefit supper Friday which
was well attended. The next meet
ing will be Saturday.

UNION

An expanding mailbox which
grows larger as each piece of mail
is dropped in it has been patented.

J.V

APPRECIATION

1 wish to express my appre
ciation to all those U'ho so
kindly remembered me with
flowers, cards, baskets of fruit
and in other ways svhile I was
in Knox Hospital.

CARL E. MORSE

! should it be necessary.
Warden Welch Says
The state prison, located at
Thomaston, ranks fifth among a
That Fear of Army Service list of 44 compiled by the American
May Be Causing
Prison association and cited for '
excellence, Welch told the com
More Crime

(

Warden, John H. Welch said in
Augusta yesterday that “it wouldn’t
surprise me to know that several
young men committed to State
Prison in recent months commited crimes just to avoid the draft.”
Speaking before the Legislative
Committee on Appropriations and
Financial Affairs regarding the
prison’s $209,000 appropriation for
each of the next two years, he de
clared that such crimes as auto
mobile *larceriy hadi increased
since the draft. The army, he
pointed out, will not accept per
sons with a criminal record unless
they have been granted an execu
tive pardon.
\ He had expected, he said, that
the advent of the draft would bring
about a drop in the prison popula
tion because , cf a resultant de
crease in crime among youths, but
this drop has r.ot taken place.
There are 451 prisoners and that
number remains quite constant, he
said. Of that number, nearly half
are of draft age.
Welch listed seme of the trades
and occupations which claim the
daylight time cf prisoners, and in
dicated that nearly all were busy
on revenue-producing jobs for at
least seven and one-half hours a
day.
The prison. Welch said was
equipped to supply uniforms for
the protected state home guard.

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
no-112 LIME&0CK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

CARD OF THANKS
1 The gifts and cards sent me on my
a-iv-vF-iHav anniversary. Feb. 21st, by
Help One Another Circle of Kings
ttW Baptist Church, neigh
bore8 and friends are greatly appreSd and I thank one and afl for

their thoughtfulness Mrs

Warren.

mittee.

AA
29C

STRICTLY FRESH

HALIBUT, lb
Sliced or cut to Boil.

FRESH

9C

HADDOCK, lb.
Dressed as desired

The U.S. Civil Service Commission
announces an open competitive ex
amination for Sanitary Technician
—$1800 a year, for employment at
Medical Corps, War Department,
for duty at Fort Devens, Ayer, Mass. |1
Camp Edwards, Falmouth, Mass.,
Surgeon s Office, First Corps Area, . |
j Army Base, Boston. Applications
will be received until the close of
business on June 30, 1941.

Edward L. Risteen of Thomsaton, retired Maine Central railroad
conductor, quietly observed his 78th
birthday Monday at the home of
r|is son and daughter in law, Mr.
’ and Mrs. Earle D. Risteen, 1141
Washington street with whom Mrs.
Risteen and he are passing the
Winter. A few friends called for
tea during the afternoon and oth
ers came at night. Mr. Risteen,
' who spent a large part of his rail1 read career on trains running
1 tlircugh Bath, sometimes between
Kcckland and Lewiston, later be'f.vcen Rockland and Portland, and
* even later between Rockland and
j Brunswick, was one of the best
known railroad men in the State.
He retired from actual service three
years ago last July. Mrs. Risteen
and he observed their 51st wedding
anniversary in Bath last August.
Mr. Risteen is in excellent health
and enjoys a walk down street every
‘day to meet his many frinds.—Bath
i Daily Times.

ANNUAL WALL PAPER SALE
We Are Closing Out All Our 1940 Papers
Formerly 15c to 75c per roll

—59c

w

—CUT TO FRICASSEE, BRAISING OR STEWING.

Nobody at the desks while this picture was being taken, but it’s a busy place during office hours

FRESH

COD TONGUES

Rump Steak

lb 35c

SIRLOIN STEAK, boneless.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
PORTERHOUSE STEAK, boneless.. .. .. .. .. lb
CHUCK ROAST, lean, meaty.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
STEWING BEEF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
HAMBURG STEAK .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
FRANKFORTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
SAUSAGE PATTIES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb
CUBE STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb
BEEF LIVER, fresh native .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb

39c
45c
17c
17c
17c
17c
21c
27c
17c

- 27/

BEEF ROAST

Boneless Five Rib For Either Oven Roast or Pot Roast.

SALMON,

lb 21c

FRAZIER BRAND
“FANCY QUALITY”

CRABMEAT, tin

19c

CORNED BEEF
FANCY BRISKET OR THICK RIB

CORNED BEEF, good cuts.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb

LOAF CAKE

TOMMY TUCKER
ALL PURPOSE

2 lbs 18c

10 lbs 50c

BUTTER
LETTUCE
CARROTS
SPINACH

“Truly Delicious’’

24]/2 lb bag 69c

2 for 25c

69/

COUNTRY

ROLL

FRESH CRISP HEADS

FANCY NEW

BUNCHES

FRESH, CRISP, CLEAN

U. S. NO. 1 GRADE

14c

NUT WINE

FLOUR

SUGAR

OLEO

19/

15/
13/
19/

LARGE JUICY

POTATOES,

peck 17c

NORTHERN SPY

GRAPEFRUIT,

4 for 19c

JUICY FLORIDA

peck 33c

APPLES,

ORANGES,

2 doz 33c

• NOW 10c TO 25c PER ROLL
Borders and Bands to Match All Patterns

LAVAsoap

OUR 1941 BOOKS ARE IN

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

662 Main St., Northend, Rockland, Me., Tel. 1061

5/

vx\\^Mz///zz

CLEANS QUICKLY ...
HELPS PROTECT THE SKIN >

COMIC BOOK

FOR ONE
IE H-O OATS BOXTOP

64 PAGES I ASK

usrokcoupon
PACKAGE 13c

NEW CAKE-CARTON

25-lt

MALTEX CEREAL..................... pkg 21c

LA TOURAINE COFFEE.......... lb 25c

MY FEET ARE

KILLING ME!

♦HEALTH SPOT
SHOES have been
perfected by SCIEN

TIFIC RESEARCH
to SUPPORT and
BALANCE weak
feet — thus relieving
FOOT STRAIN,
FRICTION and
PRESSURE.

HEALTH

SPOT

shoes

SALAD A TEA, red label,

Vi lb pkg 38c

Nestle’s Semi-Sweet Chocolate 2 bars 25c
Dinty Moore Beef Stew.......... 2 tins 29c
Campbell’s Tomato Juice, 46 oz tin 19c
Campbell’s Chicken Soup.......... tin 10c
SWEETHEART SOAP .... 4 bars 18c
SODA CRACKERS............. 2 lb box 14c

*lf your feet hurt-it is be
cause you wear SHOES
that do not SUPPORT and
BALANCE your weight
equally and proportionately
in your arch es.

*We are AUTHORIZED FITTERS of

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks
and appreciation to my friends and
neighbors for all the kindnesses shown
me during my recent Uln«w- Noyes

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all persons who
were so kind to the late Mrs. Clar
ence H. Merrlfleld during her con
finement to Knox Hospital sending
flowers, plants, cards, etc.
We are
also very grateful to those who sent
flowers for the funeral or furnished
cars and to the many others who
so kindly offered their services.
Merrifield, Fall and Chase families.

FOWL

FISH COUNTERS

Hope. Me.

BURPEE’S

LITTLE
PIG

O.

Mary Mills and brother, Gordon,
and Corinne Canty who have been
visiting Mrs. Georgia Mills of
Elk's Beano Friday night. $5 door
Togus.
have returned home.
Prize drawn each time.—adv.
Mrs.
Carrie Esancy and Mrs.
10-Th-tf
Alden—At Union, Feb. 24, Llllla A. Edith Hannon attended the Farm
Alden, aged 73 years, 1 month,'23 davs. Bureau meeting Wednesday at the
Funeral Sunday at 2 from Methodist home cf Hazel Sukeforth.
Church. Burial at Union cemetery
BEANO
l inden—At Rockland. Feb. 26. Sarah Mr. and Mrs. William Dornan
Linden, widow of William Linden, were callers Sunday at Everett
MRS. YORK’S BEANO
aged 82 years. 11 months. 19 days. Fu
neral Saturday at 2 p. m. from Rus Ripley's.
Saturday Night, Spear Hall sell funeral home.
Mrs. Selma Hanson and son Rob
Ulmer—At Cushing. Feb. 25. Levi B
Fine Prizes—See Silk I’ufT
Ulmer, aged 93 years. 11 months. 29 ert and Miss Avis Pardoe of Wash
days
Funeral Saturday at 1 o'clock ington were guests Sunday at Mrs.
To be given away Free
from the residence.
Interment In
Charles Esancy’s.
Cazallis cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry and
IN MEMORIAM
Mrs. Oscar Upham and daughter
In lo'lng memory of our mother
DANCE
Emma S Howes who passed away Feb. Waneta visited Monday in Rock
land.
26. 1935

SOI Til HOPE GRANGE HALL
Old and New Dances
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
Admission 25c, 35c (tax included)
140Th-tf

16c
18c

—SHORT SHANK—LEAN—MILD CURE.

Catholic Women’s Club will meet
tonight at 7.30 in the church base
ment for a business meeting.

E. Pinkham, city electrician,
calls attention to the changed lo
cation of two of the fire alarm
boxes—Box 42, Broadway, to the
I corner opposite Albert R. Havener's
residence, and Box 48. North Main
and Warren streets, to the opposite
Joseph Stickney, chief game corner.
warden of the Fish and Game De
Golden Rod Chapter, O.ES.,
partment, will give a talk, illus
trated with lantern slides, at the ! which has been holding its meetrooms of the Camden Business | ings In Odd Fellows hall the past
Men's Association, tomorrow night year, will install officers in the
new Temple Friday night. The
at 8 o'clock.
women members are ageg with
interest and! have 'been “primping”
keeping open house
for a week.
Visitors will be welcomed in
A representative of the Augusta
the new Masonic Building to
Field Office of the Social Security
day. open house being kept by
the Masonic bodies, and by the Board will be at the Deputy Col
lector's office, Post Office Build
Central Maine Power Company
ing.
March 5, at 12 nocn. He will
which is quartered on the
be
pleased
to assist applicants who
ground floor. The Burpee Fur
may
wish
to
file claims or to assist
niture Company has loaned
them in other matters pertaining
furnishings for the lobby and
to old-age survivors insurance.
reception hall, and music will
be furnished by Stafford Congdon on the electric organ. Cen
LINCOLNVILLE
tral Maine officials and repre
Town meeting will be March 10,
sentatives of the various Ma The Grange will serve a public din
ner.
sonic bodies will act as an in
Schools have Closed for the Win
formal reception committee.
ter vacation.
I Mrs. Idabel Gordon of Brooks
Dorothy Frost, daughter of Mrs. was weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Nettie B. Frost, a junior at Bates Stanley Gray.
College, was recently named as a
L. S. Russ was a business visitor
member of the cast of “Escape,” Monday in Rockland.
Maurice Pottle of Union passed
to be produced' by the Robinson
Players in the near future. Miss Sunday at his home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Cilley en
Frost graduated1 from Rockland
High in 1938. While there she was tertained at a family dinner party
a member of the Press Club, the Sunday, the occasion being the
Glee Club, the National Honor So birthday of Miss Martha Cilley who
ciety. the Dramatic Club, ar.d was was heme from the U. of M. Rob
valedictorian of her class.
At ert Merrill accompanied her and
Bates she is a member of the was guest at the Cilley home.
Mrs. Grace Young is in Lakeland,
Choral Society, the Heelers,, the
Fla.,
on a short vacation.
MacParlane Club, and of the staff
Miss
Marion Dickey of Belfast
of the campus publication.
passed the weekend with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dickey
Rummage Sale Saturday. Salva
tion Army Hall.
25*lt
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf

THEY ARE TYPICAL OF THB BETTER VALUES

THESE ARE NOT SPECIALS!

The Weather

FUNERAL HOME

12

THREE ONE-ACT PLAYS

The National Thespian Society,
Troop 431 of Rockland High, will
present tomorrow night at the High
School auditorium at 8 o’clock three
one-act plays entitled “Not Quite
Such A Gcose" "The Command
Performance," and “The High
, h 28 Thespian Society presents Heart.”
one-act plays at Rockland High
The first play, “Not Quite
stf .M - North Haven
Such a Goose, is a simple comedy
L at Grange hall
Pomona meets with of everyday family life. “The Com
'March i-CiCnox
1 K«°x Pc~
.h Hope Grange,
mand Performance” is an Oriental
r, i 1 Waldoboro Citizens' cautragedy of a Maharajah who tricks
M at High School auditorium.
“The High
fUiarch 3 North Haven—Town meet- individuals into death.
Heart"
is
a
drama
of
the
Civil War
1D&.rrh 3—Warren—Town meeting
{*’’ h 6 State convention of Maine based upon the final incident in the
...^pendent Oil Marketeers In Port- career of Sam Davis, a famous Con
•‘ulr li 7 Second showing of “Knox federate scout. The costumes are
• • o , Parade,” at Rockland1 Comtypical of the Civil War days. “The
clni v Building.
F.i .
7 Waldoboro—Parent-Teach- High Heart is the play to represent
*s7n meet, at Brick School.
Rock'.and High in the one-act play
e:Mar h
Lincolnville—Town mcetcontest to be given in March at
:r‘&«rch 10—Camden—Town meeting.
Belfast.
Mar-ti 10 Friendship Town meetMiss Lena Cuccineilo, head usher,
lr‘\l»rch 10—Waldoboro—Town neet- has the following girls as assLstants: Carol Hall, Dorothy Trask,
"uh- Ii 17—St. Patricks Day
r, h 17 Rockport Town meeting : Virginia
Haskell, Fbba Kalloch,
21 Woman's
Educational
Martha Seavey, Madelyn McCon1Ilf>ets at Orand Army hall
(
.. 25 Rockland Garden Club chie
Dorothy Havener, Barbara
with Mr. and Mrs H Hel tad
lamb, Madeline Munro, Pauline
Roekport
e „
•nApril 13 Easter Sunday.
, Spear, Eileen Beach, and Marion
Harrington.

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

8 02 CAN

Page Three

CORN, golden bantam, fancy .. tin 9c
TOMATOES, hand packed .. 4 tins 25c

A
■

PEAS, fancy Maine..................... tin 10c
Crescent Pure Veg. Shorten’g 3 lb tin 33c
KELLOGG’S ALL BRAN .... pkg 18c

I

j

IB

Speedy Suds

JrW

ri
SPOT

SELOXttC

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP,
Tin .................................. .................... 8c
RINSO or OXYDOL ..... lge pkg 18c
EVAPORATED MILK ............ tin 7c
MIXED VEGETABLES, 2 tins 13c
WAX PAPER .... two 125-ft rolls 21c
DAVIS BAK. POWDER, 12 oz tin 12c
QUAKER OATS ......... lge pkg 19c
PINEAPPLE JUIOE 2 No. 2 tins 19c
CREAM OF WHEAT ............ pkg 23c
KRISPIE CRACKERS, lb pkg 16c

SPAM
2 ™ 49/

“A HORMEL PRODUCT”

TlTTWiS CANDY RECIPE
Slew kbispiis

MARIHMAILOW SQUARiS

Si cup butter
>4 twspoon vanilla
Si lb, MankMOowa about 30)

1 pkg. KaUogg** Rica Krispiaa <5S oz.)
■alt bottaraad marshmallows In double
boiler. Add vanilla; beat wail. Put Rica Knspias In large buttered bowl and pouron marsh
mallow mature. Praot into shallow buttered
pan. Cut into squares. Yield:
16 2k-inch squares
(XOxlO-inchpan)^

’SK.’S,

ISW

frtto

112c

SAVE WORK! SAVE TIME! SAVE MONEY! LET US DELIVER ALL YOUR FOODS
Ambulance Servict

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

McLain Shoe Store
j
432 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 862
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

GUARD YOUR FOOT HEALTH IN HEALTH SPOT SHCES

RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR—JUST PHONE 1234

THE

FERRY

PHON? •?3/’ eno "romPT DELIVEPY • 'J5E THE LAP.GE

MARKETS
toACE CT O'.'P "APK ST MARKET)

I

Every-Other-Day
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WALDOBORO

Mrs. Cedric Kuhn returned Sat
urday from a visit with reiatlves
in New York.
Mrs. Lawrence Weston will en
tertain the Bridge Club tonight.
Officers and directors of Waldo
boro

r Every-Other-pj

Handicraft

Co-operatives

met Wednesday afternoon in the

Successful Living." Hostesses will
be Mrs. Lillian Boggs, Mrs. Har
riet Holden and Mrs . Arlene
Hoffses.
The Citizens’ Caucus will be held
Saturday at 2.30 p. m. in the High
School Auditorium to nominate
candidates for town officers to be
voted upon at town meeting.
Baptist Church Notea

Assessors' office.

Miss Janice Doe of Arlington.
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Henry Hilton.
Miss Elizabeth Oenthner returned
Tuesday from Somerville, Mass.,
where she has been visiting her
sister, Mrs. Herbert Hastings.
A telephone has been installed
in the store of Mrs. Edith Cuthbertson at Winslow Mills.
At the Tuesday meeting of the
Women's Club. Violet Hay, repre
sentative of the Central Maine
Power’ Co. conducted a cooking
school. The next meeting will be
in charge of the local Girl Scout
troop. Mrs. Laura Jameson, captain,
and Mrs. Millwee Pollard, lieuten
ant.
Mrs. Celia Gross, a member of
the faculty of Gorham Normal
School has been recent guest of
her sister. Mrs. George H. Coombs.
Meenahga Orange will serve din
ner Town Meeting Day in their
dining room.
The Parent-Teacher Association
will meet March 7 at 8 o’clock at the
Brick School Building on Friend
ship street. The speaker will be
Mrs. Theresa Anderson of Augusta,
Supervising Nurse of the Maine
Public Health Association.
Her
topic will be “A Contribution to

Worship Sunday will be at 10.45
followed by Communion; sermon
topic “Redigging Old Wells." Sun
day School meets at 12; Young Peo
ple's meeting at 6; worship and
praise at 7; evening sermon topic
‘When the Blind See.’’ Prayer
meeting Wednesday will be at 7.30.
A fellowship supper will be held
in the vestry Friday for the mem
bers of the church and Missionary
Society. This gathering is In spe
cial observance of world day of
prayer.
Rev. Byrd Springer of
Tenant’s Harbor will be the guest
speaker. An invitation is extend
ed to the public to attend the serv
ice at 7.30 p. m. and meet Rev. Mr.
Springer. A fellowship hour will
follow the supper.
Rev. Harold W. Nutter was in
South China Wednesday to offi
ciate at the funeral of Nathan Hal
lowell who was 94. Mr. Hallowell
was the last Civil War veteran of
that town.

PORT CLYDE
Fred Waldo has returned home
from the Veterans Hospital In
Togus. With him is his friend,
William Goyette, who will make
his home with him.

month to New York city. Prac Helen Cramer.
Prayer meeting will be held to
tically all members of the class of
Services Sunday n* the Baptist
The senior class will serve a pub- 19 will go on the trip.
night at 7.30.
Church will be: At 10.30 ‘The i lie sapper Friday at 6.30 at the >
Church of Thyatira." In the eve Masonic dining hall The proceeds Nazarene Church Notes
ning there will be a union service j will be used toward a trip next i Sunday morning the text for the ORFF’S CORNER
Leonard Meyer and friends of
with Rev. W. S. Stackhouse, the
pastor’s sermon was in Matthew
Dorchester. Mass., were at the
speaker, his subject, “Building a ! meeting of the Past Grands and
6.33. Special music was furnished Meyer Summer home for the holi
Church for Christ.” Church School Past Noble Grands of Knox and
will meet at noon and the Baptist Lincoln Association in Camden by Thereice Bragg and Robert day weekend.
Young People’s Union at 6 o’clock. were, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mathews, | Cunningham. At the close of the
Alton Prcck and family have
“The Hospitality of Prayer ’ will Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gammon. Mrs.' Bible School study period, birthday moved to their new home. Mr. and
the sermon topic Sunday morning Edna Moore, Mrs. Adelle Stanford. candles were lighted for Donald Mrs. Prock and Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Jackson were visitors last Thurs
In the observance of the “Fellow Mrs. P. D. Starrett, and Mrs. Ger Cramer.
day in Augusta.
ship of Prayer.” Church school trude Starrett.
The Missionary meeting was held
will meet at 9.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Tisdale and
A daughter, Cynthia Jane, was Tuesday at the home of Mary Ware.
daughter of Randolph were callers
Schools will close Friday for two born Saturday, at Knox Hospital,
Worship fifunday will be at 10 j Sunday on friends here.
weeks.
to Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard Spear.
o'clock;
Bible School. 11.46; N Y.
(
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Luke of Bath
Mrs. Ella Oaler was well remem
Mrs. Annie Lehto and son of PjS., 6: evening service at 7. The
bered on her 77th birthday anni North Warren, were callers Friday Bible School lesson study will be were weekend guests at Mrs. Maversary Friday, by many gifts and at the home of Mrs. Fred Starrett. on the subject “The Authority of belle Porter's.
cards. Among the gifts were three
Mrs. Ida Seavey of Glenmere was
Christ.” The N.Y.PJS. will have a
gorgeous birthday cakes.
Mrs. Republican Caucus
missionary service. The topic will a caller Teusday at the home of
Caler, who has been ill for some Nominated at the Republican
be a study on India, presented• by Kenneth Elwell and Albert Elwell.
weeks, is able to be up and about Caucus Tuesday night, these candi
She was accompanied by Capt. and
the house.
dates will be voted upon at the town
Mrs. J. Leland Hart and Mrs.
LEMON JUICE RECIPE
The sophomore class will present meeting Monday: Moderator, Elbert
Clark of Thomaston.
the one-act play, “Swept Clean Off L. Starrett; clerk, Willis R. Vinal;
The 4-H Club held a successful
CHECKS RHEUMATIC
Her Feet” at Goodwill Grange to selectmen and overseers of the poor,
public supper Friday at Community
night during the lecturer’s hour. George Starrett, Ansel M. Hilt, and
House.
PAIN QUICKLY
Leroy S. Weaver died at his home
Callers Sunday on Mrs. Alice Clifford Spear; assessors, the first
If you suffer from rheumatic, ar here last Thursday at the age of
Moody at the home of Mrs. Ella left vacant; second, Herbert L. thritis
or neuritis pain, try this simple
Kenniston; third, Maurice Davis;
Caler, were her son, Ashby Moody treasurer, Willis R. Vinal; road Inexpensive home recipe that thou 89. He is survived by his son Albro,
sands are using
Get a package of
and children of Jefferson.
commissioner, left vacant; school Ru-Ex Compound, a two-week supply, a sister. Mrs. Delia Shorey of Los
today.
Mix
it
with
a quart of water, Angeles and a brother Frank
Mrs. Isa Teague has returned committee. Miss Frances K. Spear;
add the Juice of 4 lemons. It’s easy, Weaver of this place. Funeral serv
home from Rockland, where she tax collector, left vacant since this No trouble at all and pleasant. You
only 2 tablespoonsful two times ices were held Sunday from the
had been assisting Mrs. Myron office is bid off; fish agent, William aneed
day. Often within 4S hours—some Waltz funeral home. Rev. O. G.
Mank in the care of Mr. Mank, Stanford; town agent, George Star times
over night—splendid results are
If the pains do not quickly Barnard officiating, and were large
who has been ill with pneumonia. rett; fish wardens, the three se obtained.
leave and if you do not feel better, re
During Mrs. Teague’s absence, her lectmen, and Oscar E. Starrett, turn the empty package and Ru-Ex ly attended. Interment was in
will cost you nothing to try as it is Ludwig cemetery.
daughter, Mrs. Norman Whitehill the second elective left vacant.
sold by your druggist under an abso
of Thomaston kept house for her.
Chairman of the Caucus was Wil lute money-back guarantee. Ru-Ex
is for sale and recommend
Nearly 40 percent of all traffic
Members of Mystic Rebekah liam H. Robinson with Willis R. Compound
ed by C. H. MOOR & COMPANY and
Lodge who attended the recent Vinal, secretary.
accident victims were pedestrians.
drug stores everywhere

WARREN

UNION

Waldoboro passed last Thursday
with her parents Mr. and Mr,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield and Clifford Winchenbach.
Mrs. Viola Kuhn cf Worcester,
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen
Mass., spent the weekend at the
bach called Saturday on Mrs Alice
home of Oiven Winslow.
Morse in Waldoboro
Mrs. Melvin Oenthner and Mrs.
Clarence Richards of Gross Neck
Ernest Fitzgerald and Urban
called Tuesday on Mrs. Annie Nash. Borneman
attended the New
Hampshire-Maine
basketball game
The Fire Department was called
Friday to a chimney fire at Irvine Wednesday in Orono.
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach spen'
Genthner's store.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen- the weekend with friends in
bach were guests Sunday of Mr. Marblehead, Mass. She was ac
and Mrs. William Gross at Gross companied by Mr. and Mrs. Reuber.
Chase of New Harbor who spent
Neck.
the
weekend in Boston.
Mrs. Walter Stover and children
Byron
Nash and Chamberlain
of Boothbay spent the weekend
Simmons
of Friendship were call
with her mother, Mrs. Fannie
ers
Friday
at Aaron Nash's.
Waltz.
Morris Sidelinger of Nobleboro
James Winchenbach who ha
spent Friday and Saturday with j been very ill, is gaining.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Sidelinger.
Subscribe to The CJourter-O&zetfe
Mrs. Freelon Vannah of South

WEST WALDOBORO

VINALHAVEN
An alarm of firrl

Tuesday morninr
be a grass fire, at th
Fred Younfr at the

It was qu'ckly extii
The Antique Clu J
with Mrs. James H|
Mrs. Char’.e <
Ernest McIntosh. <
Silent Sisters Wei
home of .Mrs .Cl
Mrs. Mollie Yoiu
from Boston.
Mr. and Mrs Vu.
Mildred Brinkwortli
Mis Fred K. C
guests Monday of
Oscar C. Lane.
Mrs. Joseph Kitt
tess Wednesday to
menit.'’
.
The Non Eaters nJ
day with Mis. O V
Mr. and Mrs Osson Richard have

SAVEfSAVE 7 SAVE
time and bother

wear on your car

3/i the cost

Go by Super-Coach—at only one-third the coat of driving
a small private car, and with none of the strain and worry!

One Way

$3.40

1 Boston

New York City
Philadelphia

$6.15

$7.40
Portsmouth, N, II. $2.65

One Way
Miami
Jacksonville
Tampa

Key West

SHELDON’S DRUG
444 Main St.

$22.05
$17 90
$20.45
$25.05

STORE
Tel. 646-W

R E YH 0 U N D

Whitinsville. Mass.
Mrs. Fred On
Monday in Ro.klai
The Knit-Wits m<
Mrs. Ernest Conwn
Marguerite Chap'
meet Monday.
Members of the
deaver with leadei
Johnson, held a
night at Union Chu
Bernard McElroy,
and Mts. Keith Kit
cester, Mass., Mr. a
Stanley of Portia!?
sie of Montreal. Doi

r»ps

L/NESi

For

The Public is Cordially Invited To See A Demonstration of

TIMKEN’S TWIN BURNER
Ai i

EFFICIENCY TEST
A CHALLENGE

A CHALLENGE

In Oil Burner Economy

TO

Pressure Gun-Type Owners

TIMKEN’S twin burner efficiency test is set up for
your education and benefit. It shows before your very
eyes the proof of oil economy of a Timken Wall Flame
Burner over a pressure gun type. Two boilers, exact
ly alike, and with the same amount of water in each
boiler, are set up side by side. One boiler is heated
with a Timken Wail Flame Burner, and the other
boiler is fired by a pressure gun-type burner. Test
instruments are placed in the stack of each boiler to
show the difference in the amount of heat loss up
the chimney. Thermometers in each boiler show the
water temperature rise in each boiler during the test.

M.

IF YOU are complaining about high fuel oil bills,
ask A. C. McLOON & CO. to tell you about the Bonded
Savings Guarantee. We know that a Timken Silent
Automatic Wall Flame Oil Burner can save you money
on your oil bills. Testimonial letters from thousands
cf users throughout the United States prove that sav
ings of 15% to 51% have been realized by replacing
pressure gun-type burners with Tlmkens—the world’s
lowest cost oil burner.
TODAY we are ready to give you a written guarantee
telling you in black and white how much oil ran be
saved if you replace your gun-tvpe burner with a
Timken Wall Flame. We ask you to avail yourself of
a simple combustion test—made on your burner with
laboratory instruments. This test is free. From it a
definite percentage savings can be figured. It is on
this figure that a written Bond will be issued to you
guaranteeing your fuel oil savings. If at the end of a
given period you find that the guaranteed figure is
not realized, your old burner will be replaced at no
cost to you. All moneys paid us for the Timken burner
will be refunded. Here's your opportunity to prove to
your own satisfaction, in your own home, without cost,
our claims for Timken economy.

THE IMPORTANT instruments to watch are the two
glass tubes set up beside each boiler. They are marked
with laboratory measuring lines to show* the amount
of oil used by each burner during a given time.

THE two burners are started at the same time, and
the test lasts ten to twelve minutes. Readings are
taken each minute to show the heat loss up the stack,
the heat rise in the boiler water, and the comparative
oil consumption of each in the glass tubes.

THE percentage savings of the Timken Wall Flame
Burner over the pressure gun type burner averaged
from over 400 tests made, show a saving in oil of over
25%. The reason why this saving in oil is possible is
due to the amount of oil that can be properly mixed
with air for efficient combustion. The other import
ant feature is correct flame placement. The test in
struments which show the difference in combustion
efficiency will be used, and you can see the readings

ANOTHER important item of saving is electricity.
The Timken Rotary in most cases shows a 50% saving
on burner operation over gun-type and stoker installa
tions due to less horsepower. Timken's l-60ths, l-40ths
and l-20th against l-4ths, l-6ths and l-10ths is the
reason.

for yourself. You can see the principle of the Timken

TIMKEN’S complete line covers installations of con
version burners. There are three models of the wall

Wall Flame placement in the boiler.

flame burner and four models of the pressure burner.
Boiler Burner units for either hot water or steam in
stallation are In five models—Air Conditioning Oil
Furnaces in thirteen models and sixes—Individual
room coolers and domestic hot water heaters in three
models each, for a total of twenty-eight different mod
els available for any type installation.

THE FLAME is placed directly against the water-legs
or sidewalls of the furnace—hence the efficiency which
you cannot obtain when the flame is placed in the
combustion chamber in the center of the ash-pit, such
as in gun-type or coal stoker installations.
A. C. McLOON A- CO. issues a challenge to any com
petitive dealer in oil burners to dispute the efficiency
figure obtained by this Timken twin burner demon
stration. <

imMiMMigei***** ■>«i

YOUR

ANY MAN WIL

W Plym<
Value. You

gine Bearii
joy new Hit

INFORMATION in regard to new single home con
struction should be asked.
New models with low
firing rates adapted to an economical operation arc
now available at low prices.

Come in and see these “Twin-Boiler” Demonstrators At Onr Limerock Street Showroom
I

Statements From Two Of Our Many Satisfied Customers
WHO REPLACED THEIR OLD TYPE EQUIPMENT WITH

TIMKEN WALL-FLAME BURNERS
*T am happy to state that you have saved me $75.00 per

year over $10.00 Buckwheat coal plus a janitor saving of $105.00.
Why wouldn’t I gladly recommend a Timken Rotary Burner
when you have saved me $180.00 per year for the last four years.”
Signed, Hervey C. Allen, Allen Block, Camden, Me.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE IN THE
TLMKEN FLAME

“We were pleased to find that during the past season (heat
ing) we were able to heat our eight rooms (plus) from Nov. 1 to
May 10 for $118.30 (at 7 cents). This is to us a saving over low
priced coals (buckwheat) of 25% to 40% we were using in our
Spencer Heater. Our oil burner is a Timken Rotary.” Signed,
A V. Elmore, “EUsmere,” Camden, Me.

Only Timken offers you the magic
Wall of Flame—the result of pat

See
Timken's blue-hot flames,
blanketing the firebox walls, deliv
ering Live Heat from every drop of
low-eost fuel oil, and you see the
secret of Timken savings! Only a
Timken Wall-Flame Burner, with
its
patented
Chromium
Steel
Flame-Rim, One Moving Part and
Highest Quality Construction can
produce this flame.
Only Timken
can give you these operating sav
ings—up to 25% over ordinary
burners.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

ented

dollar-saving

Headquarters at McLoon’s W harf

A Complete Line of TIMKEN Oil Heating and Conditioning Equipment
Rotary Wall Flame Burners, Pressure Type Burners, Oil Furnaces, Oil Boilers, Air Conditioning Units, Water Heaters

No Timken Oil Burner installed by us since we became dealers in this territory 10 years ago has ever been removed or
traded in. We know this record cannot be equalled by other types of automatic heating. There must be a reason!

clean, dependable heat—lowest op
demonstration
today.

FIRST PAYMENT NEXT FALL.

See this amazing
in

our

showroom

BIG, NEW

1941 PLYMOUTH.
Where there arc a hundred or
more gun-type burners on the mar
ket there are only about five rotary
burners. The reason for this is that
Timken and the few others hold the

patents.

NEW SPRING TERMS NOW AVAILABLE
DOWN.

Chat

assures you lifetime performance—
erating costs.

Show Room at 21 Limerock St.

features

UP TO THREE YEARS

ONLY

' Every-Other-Day
passed last
parents Mr.
finchenbach.
Id Mrs. Dewey
pd Saturday on
I Waldoboro

Thursday
and Mrs.
WinchenMrs. Alice

Fitzgerald and Urban
attended
the
New
le-Maine basketball game
|y in Orono.
Icanor Winchenbach spent
lkend with friends in
Ld. Mass. She was acp by Mr and Mrs. Reuben
New Harbor who spent
end in Boston.
Nash and Chamberlain
of Friendship were callat Aaron Nash's.
Winchenbach who has
I ill, is gaining.
to The Courier-Qasett*

n!y one-third the cost of driving
th none of the strain and worry I

f

One Way
Miami
Jacksonville
Tampa
Key West

I>RUG

IS

$22.05

$17.90
$20.43

$25.05

STORE

Tel. 6TR-W

HOUND

\/N£St

I

Every-Olher-Paj
VINALHAVEN

Rockland

y

...rm of fire was sounded
An
v morning, which proved to
TUf^3
lire at the home of Mrs.
Y, u:r«- at the North Shore,
qu ckly extinguished.
Antique Club met Monday
‘‘ jjrs James Hassen.
*\lrs Charles Chilles and Mrs.
M.-mtosh, entertained the
^7 fc -ters Wednesday at the
Soeci -Mrs .Chilles
Mrs Mcilie Your.g has returned
jroi Boston.
ai. Mrs. Vinal Hopkins, Miss
Brinkworth and Mr. and
Vs Pre: K. Coombs were dinner
-^ts Monday of Mr. ar.d Mrs.
Osca , c Lane.
Mi . .t f.ph Kittredge w'as hostess Weclnesday to “The Tourna
ment
The Non Eaters met last Thursr with Mrs. O. V. Drew. .....
yr and Mrs. Oscar Swanscn and
503 Richard have
returned from
Hfli;tinsv:l>. Mass.
yr. Fred Greenlaw' visited
jlorttey in Rockland.
The Knit-Wits met Tuesday w|th
jj;5 Ernest Conway.
MWp:ite Chapter, O.ES., will
jjjee: Monday.
Memo r.- of the Christian En■jjaver v. th leader Mrs. Vaughn
johrxn. held a social Tuesday
at Union Church vestry.
Bernard McElroy, son John, Mr.
jrc mt- Keith Kittredge of Wor
cester Ma
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Stanley ot Portland. Charles Cas4,e cf Montreal, Douglass GiMhrist

of Whitinsville, Mass., Herbert Cas
sie of Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Waterman and Mr. and Mrs. Irven
Stone of North Haven who were in
town Friday to attend the funeral
service of Mrs. Blance C. McElroy,
returned home Saturday. Mir. and
Mrs. A. M. Cassie, also retumed
to Worcester. Mass., where they
have been spending the Winter.

MONHEGAN

ett Carter have returned from a
visit in Portland.
Adolph Mersfelder and1 Earl
Field, Jr., are spending a few days
In Rockland.
Lewis Day and Alfred Stanley
went to Friendship Friday to pick
up a load of trap material.
Capt. Earl Field is substitute
mailman for an indefinite period,
while Capt. Earl Starrett is hav
ing the Nereid's engine overhauled.
Frank Hallowell, warden, has re
turned to Boothbay Harbor.
Word has been received that
Capt. Walter Davis is recovering
satisfactorily from the eye opera
tion and that he will be home
soon.
The cold weather of the past
week brought many skaters to the
pond. Miss Elva Brackett, Mrs.
Henry Stanley, and Miss Emma
Smith of Concord, Mass., are to
be congratulated for the result of
their work last Summer. Money
acquired by donations, and a rum
mage sale managed by Miss Smith,
was the means of collecting a sum
to enlarge the ice pond. The
young people are fortunate in hav
ing such a large pond in a town
as small as Monhegan.

Through the efforts of Mrs. Starr
Pierce. Mrs. Everett Carter and
the Misses Phyllis Chadwick and
Margaret Bartlett. $180.50 was
realized in the Rolling Kitchen
drive. Many of the Summer resi
dents contributed generously.
William Stanley spent the week
end with Mr. ar.d Mrs. Banes
Stanley of Brunswick.
Capt. Leslie Davis went to Port
Clyde recently, accompanied by
Thomas Orne and Harry Richard
son. They motored to Portland.
Davis and Orne returned to the
island Friday.
Among the students heme on va
cation are Betty Field, Lorraine
Richardson and Will.am Orne and
friend; Fred Allen of Rcckland.
Sherman Stanley and George
Greene.
Mrs. Hiram Collomy suffered a
bad burn on her arm Monday, STONINGTON
Eugene Gross is home from New
when she tripped and fell against
York for a month.
the stove.
Mrs. Nora Grant of Isle au Haut
Capt. Manville Davis and Ever
attended the Eastern Star instal
lation here.
Milford Collins has returned
from Bluehill where he visited his
aunt Mrs. Harvey Long
Ira Nevells is driving a truck
for Charles Cleveland.
Bradley Sawyer has bought the
“Little Green Light” from Mrs.
Edith Sawyer, moved it to another
lot and is preparing it for occu
pancy.
Gleason Flye and son Lawrence
of Northeast Harbor visited his
mother Mrs. Margaret Anderson
recently.
John Segar of Orrington was a
America’s Finer Tea
recent visitor in town.
Mr. and Mrs. James f^obbins
with daughters Nancy and Mar
garet are visiting Mrs. Robbins
parents Mr. and Mrs. Lemoin at
Swan's Island.
Marie Thompson of Deer Isle
passed the weekend with her aunt
Mrs. Nora Marshall.
Mrs. Marcia Billings is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Billings.
Mrs. Vivian Lufkin is home from
Hurley
Hospital.
I
Keep both in
Frederick Dunham is employed
on the Banger Airport Construc
the house!
tion.
< Pillsbury BUCKWHEATS —
Mrs. Irvin Simpson is visiting
real old-time buckwheat flavorher father-in-law, John Simpson
plus a lightness and tenderness
old-time buckwheats never had.
for awhile.
Mrs. Irvin Bai tour of Rcckland
Pillsbury PLAIN Pancakes — ►
light, tender delicious, made in
was recent guest cf Mr. and Mrs.
a jiffy—simply add milk or water,
Reuben Cousins.
stir, and bake!
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Richardl Howell
and Madalyn Jcrdan of Quoddy
were in town Friday to attend the

For a Perfect Blend

ALADA'
TEA

Iwners
|fucl oil bills,
it the Bonded
I'imken Silent
Ive you money
Lm thousands
fove that sav•
by replacing
s—the world's

lien guarantee
Irh oil can be
lurner with a
|ail yourself of
burner with
fe. f rom it »
red. It is on
issued to you
It the end of a
Iteed figure is

with whom they continued their
travels to Monson where they were
The evening service Sunday in guests of Mr. Partinen's parents.
the Finnish Church will begin at Mr. and Mrs. William Partinen.

is electricity,

7 o'clock. Sunday School meets at
1.30. A business meeting of the
church will be held Tuesday night.
Miss Ina Anderson and room
mate Miss Olive Blodgett of Bel
fast were guests recently of her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ander
sen. Students at Bangor School
of Commerce, both are teaching for
six weeks at Brewer High School
as part of their training.
Mrs. Ellen Nelson has resumed
her teaching duties at the Bassick
School, Waterman's Beach, after a
week’s vacation at her home here
and with relatives in Brunswick
and Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mondean
of Beech Hill visited friends here
recently.
Charles Niemi has returned to his
home on High street after a Win
ter spent with his son in Wareham, Mass.
Miss Helen Johnson is employed
at Senter-Crane's store, Rockland.
Mrs. Fred Anderson and son Ar
thur spent the weekend with Mrs.
Anderson’s sister, Mr. and Mrs.
William Daley and son William in
Bath.
They also visited her
brother Edwin Harjula in Bruns
wick. The trip was made with Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Lunden of West
Rockport, who were joined in Bath
by Mr. and Mrs. Eino Partinen
senior play, “Professor, Hew Could
You?" w’hich was given at the
Opera House. The house was filled
to capacity.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Barter
have leased the Alex Davidson
house.
A birthday party was given Fri
day night, honoring the birthday
of Mrs. Charles Fifield. These
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Ken
neth Davis, daughter Joanne. Mr.
and Mrs. Merle Powers and son
Dana, Mrs. Eugene Dunham and
son Alan. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Stinson, Russell, Grace and Alice
Fifield, Mr. and! Mrs. George Fifield and Mr. Fifield, Mrs. Fifield
received many nice gifts and a
telephone call brought greetings
from her son Charles and his wife
Virginia.

PERSONAL
Glnnic — tell Paul Io use his
head* Tell him you're going
to do better with your baking
from now on — since you’ve
learned about Rumford Bak
ing Powder. Now you’ll bake
him all the cakes and hotbreads
he is so fond of. For with Rum
ford you can use any good
recijje without worrying about
how much baking |>owder you
ought to use. The amount the
directions call for — that’s the
amount to use of Rumford for
perfect results. FREE. Send for
new l>ooklet, containing dozens
of bright ideas to improve your
baking. Address: Rumford
Baking Powder, Box J, Rum
ford, Rhode Island.

YOUR BREAKFAST FUN

"BEST-ENGINEERED" MEANS

Sands Up Best !

a 50% saving
Itoker installaj-GOths, 140th,
ll-lOths is th"

W Plymouth
itinns of conrls of the wall
fe-sure burner.
or steam iniditioning 0:1
Fes—Individual
iters in three
(different mod-

is famous for Economy...High Resale
Value. You get an Oil Bath Air Cleaner... High-Duty En

And you en
joy new High-Torque Performance...the Year's Best Ride!
gine Bearings...a Rust-proofed Body.

els with low

operation arc

New power... less shifting
—driving effort in Plym

outh is vastly reduced I

REAT PERFORMANCE plus
great comfort plus great

G

handling ease...it all adds up to
entirely new driving pleasure for
you in the 1941 Plymouth.
With its 117-inch wheelbase—
longest of “All 3” low-priced cars
—the beautiful new Plymouth is
impressively big and roomy.
|( of pat-

that

►rmance—
west op-

amazing

Isliow room
indred or
the marive rotary
lis is that
hold the

BIG, NEW
1941 PLYMOUTH.

ONLY

685

-Delivered at Detroit, Mich., including standard
equipment end ell federe! taxe.Tran.portet,ojn.
state and local taxes, if any, not included. Pnc«
subject to change without notice! Plymouth D.vt-

ares

Mrs. Eugene Norwood and Nadia
Norwood of Atlantic spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Sprague.
Mrs. Edward Withee and Mrs.
Gardner Bridges are in Stonington
for a time.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Thompson
who spent the Winter in Sunshine,
returned home Monday.
Paul Stockbridge passed the
weekend with his mother, Mrs.
Harry Stockbridge of Rockland.
Skating is good at Quarry Pond.
Mrs. Axel Carlson, Mrs. Cecil
Stinson, ,and Mrs. Etta Sprague
visited the past week at Stanley
Point.
Mrs.Cleveland Dunham of Atlan! tic visited Saturday with Mrs. Abby
Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Smith en
tertained at bridge Saturday night,
high prizes going to Violet Dunham,
Myron Sprague, and low to Myrtle
Staples and Burleigh Staples.

sion of Chrysler Corporation

Lowest-Priced of "MI Threcon Many Models

030

Ip

PURE

MARGARINE

LB.

LB. PKG.

LARGE
NATIVE

CHEESE

DOZ.

FANCY WHITE MEAT

8 oz

OR SPAGHETTI
WHITE SPRAY

No I

|/V

PKG

TIN

FINAST PREPARED

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brown and
Wilbert Gove went Friday to Sun
set on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonney Quinn and
son Paul recently visited their
mother, Mrs. Harriet Quinn.
Mrs. Wilbert C. Gove and sons
Eugene and Wilbert, passed the
weekend with relatives at Great
Spruce Head Island.
Mrs. Beulah Quinn. John Quinn.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howard, Miss
Bee Hosmer and Ernest Nickerson
passed a day in Camden recently.

SIMONTON
Milton French is confined to his
home with grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Dunton are
having their house covered with
the new asbestos siding.
Howard Simonton has employ
ment at the Bath Iron Works
Corp.

Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Cripps and
Kenneth Turner are visiting in
Burlington this week.
Mrs. Guy Annis is. in Camden at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Annis while Mrs. Annis Ls ill.
Miss Roberta Holbrook. Miss
Catherine Simonton and Mrs.
Howard Simonton were supper
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Pendleton at their home
in Lincolnville Center.
A fire caused from an overheated
chimney swept through the bed
rooms at the home of Harold Buz
zell Saturday afternoon. Clothes
and furnishing upstairs were a to
tal loss. AU household effects were
safely removed from downstairs
however before they were damaged
by smoke or water. Mr. Buzzell and
family have moved to the J. Carlten Davis rent on Union street,
Rockport, while repairs are being
made.

The Ladies’ Farm Bureau met
Friday and served supper under the
direction of Mrs. John Buzzell and
Mrs. Sarah Marcello. In the eve
ning a joint meeting of men and
women was held. Home Demon
stration Agent Lucinda Rich and
County Agent Ralph Wentworth
were present.

New

RICHMOND - SOLID PACK .q

TALL
TIN

CLOVERDALE
PINK ALASKA

iyC

3

SPAGHETTI

SALMON

TOMATOES

0
A
SHRIMP
GORTON’S CODFISH CAKES
BEARDSLEY’S
SARDINES
UNDERWOOD’S c»‘i5iS..
CODFISH
FANCY
5% or
LGE. SIZE* TINS *▼*»

Tm
5% oz

FANCY
MED. SIZE

TINS

READY TO FRY

10 oz TIN

SHREDDED
CODFISH

5 oz
PKGS
OVAL
TINS

TIMBERLAKE CALIFORNIA

27 oz TIN
I LB
BOX

FINAST - STEAKLIKE PIECES

FINAST - 5 KINDS OF POPULAR FANCY FRUITS

|

\°,n 25c’
Fruit Salad «
VEGETABLE
’He >>>37c
Marvo SHORTENING
15c
Cake Fleur
2k1s29c
Brillo s 15c
Tick Wax
A
28c
Milk
1 Or
38c
Salada TEA
Ken-L-Ration °o°» 3 r*Ns S3c
8 17C
Pillsbury’s PANCAKE
FLOUR
2 16 - 25c!
Scrapple
ATC
Cut-Rite
z l25FT<,Or
17c
Saltines
17 oz
1 TINS

TIN

WHITE
SPRAY

2’/< LB
PKG

PINT TIN

25c

EVANGELINE
EVAPORATED

RED LABEL

* oz
PKG 1

PKGS

PHILADELPHIA
Heat and Seive

Mr. and Mrs. George Gracie and
three children. Herbert Gracie and
son of Billerica, Mass., were guests
the holiday weekend of Mrs. Clara
Gracie. They also celebrated the
80th birthday cf Mrs. Gracie which
fell on Feb. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Robinson
were visitors Friday in Rockland.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Charles Kigle en
tertained friends from Massachu
setts over the holiday.
Mrs. Verna Wiley and grand
daughter, Ethel, passed the weekend
with Mrs. Walter Feyler at the
home of Harold Butler in Union.

LB.

MACARONI

TUNA FISH
No l/z

MILD

FANCY
PASTRY
24 14 LB
BAG

FINAST
BREAD
24% LB
BAG

EAGLE

ROLLS

EDUCATOR

TINS

ROLL

PKG

war this

FINASf

5 KINDS OF DELICIOUS SQUARE cur FRUITS

Fruit cocktail z^sst
23c
E5c
15c
Asparagus Tips
Libby's <o»Mto mh ii TIN 19C
VEGETABLE OR
22 oz OCC
Hurff’s TOMATO
TINS *w*
SOUP
OR
lO'/i OZ TIN 5c
Hurff’s VEGETABLE
TOMATO SOUP
royXl
or jab 2IC
Pickles SWEET
MIXED
Peas "yor" garden 8 % 29c
10c
Mustard
Cnam mormecs
delicious Q
jpclivi
CANNED MEAT
* uns 49c
Hormel spkidham 2 un*l
TIN
Sun-Brite CLEANSER
PAPER PKG of AO 6c
Napkins
TINS

TIN

I01/? oz
TiN

GREAT BIG TENDER

FINAST PREPARED

49c

BELLVIEW

BETTfR BREAD
and Save on its LOWER PRICE

It’s Golden Brown Crusts and Homelike Flavor
Make it the Favorite
BIG
of Thousands - - You
I LB 4 oz
Will Like the Way it
LOAVES
Toasts, Too.

Undtr-arm

Cream Deodorant

EXTRA LOW PRICES
RICHMOND

FRUITS and VEGETABLES
LARGE SIZE

’T 5 for 19c
PEACHES 2 Ige tins 25c GRAPEFR
CALIFORNIA
—
TABLE
OHIO—BLUE TIP
doz 27c
MATCHES 6lgebxs21c ORANGES
FLORIDA—JUICY

BELMONT CREPE

2 doz 35c
3 rolls 23c ORANGES
NEW
4 lbs 19c
COFFEE 2 1 lb bags 25c CABBAGE
LARGE

TOWELS
RICHMOND

1. Does not rot dresses, does

not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry.Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
4. A pure, white, greaseless, stain
less vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for

being harmless to fabrics.
23 MILLION jars of Arrid
have been sold. Try a jar todayI

Y.

YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR

TIN

See the 1941 Quality Chart at
your Plymouth dealer’s—Plym
outh is the one low-priced car
most like high-priced cars!
MAJOR BOWES.C.B.S.,THURS..S-IB P.M..E.S.T.
SEE THE PLYMOUTH COMMERCIAL CARS!

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

MINTURN

New High-Torque Perform
ance with new power-gearing
means less shifting! And you get
new Safety Rim Wheels!

^he magic

Itres

The Jolly Toilers 4-H Club has
been very busy this Winter. A
Valentine party was held Feb. 15
at the home of the leader Mrs. Mil
dred Harjula. Last Thursday it
met at the home of Arthur Ander
son and had the privilege of re
ceiving first-aid instruction from
Allen F. Payson, chief of the Cam
den Fire Department who was in
troduced by Miss Anna Simpson,
county club agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Harjula are
attending the annual convention at
Springfield, Mass., of the Eastern
States Farmer's Exchange of which
Mr. Harjula is local representative.

NORTH WARREN

Naw Safety Rim Wheels—
designed to keep flat tire
from rolling off the wheel.

tie home con-

Five

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

|epl.iced at no

Timken burner
Itv to prove to
(■. without cost,
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ASSORTED FLAVORS

3 bch 15c
Dainty Jell 3 fkgs 10c CARROTS
FRESH
lb 15c
POPCORN Ige bag 10c TOMATOES

FRESH

LARGE SIZE

CRISP

3 lbs 17c
3 lbs 25c SPINACH
ICEBERG
GRAPEFR’T 3 tins 25c LETTUCE 2 hds 13c
PRUNES

SECTIONS—NO. 2 TINS

WE REDEEM ORANGE AND BLUE STAMPS
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THOMASTON

At Governor’s Ball

CAMDEN

Members cf the school faculty
out
of town for the week's vaca
the Baptist vestry and accom
Costumes
Worn,
Dinners
tion
period are: Miss Coleson. who
plished a good amount of sewing.
is
the
guest of her parents at
Given
and
Other
Social
There were 19 present. In the ab
Stockton Springs; Roger Caldersence of the president, Mrs. Grace
Features At the Capitol
wood. visiting his mother ir. Port
Andrews, the vice president con
Prom the Kennebec Journal s in- land; Miss Eva Rideout and Miss
ducted the business meeting. Refreshments were served by Mrs ter(>5»ing and gossipy report of the Mary Taylor are spending the
Dorothy Libby. Mrs^ Ruth Wallace i
in honor of Qov and week in New York City and Miss
Marjor.e Steen is at her home in
and Mrs. Georgie Thorndike. The
Sherman Station. Mis.s Ellen Burnext meeting will be March 10 and | Mrs. Sumner Sewall in Ci.y a
the refreshment ccmmittee for thst Augusta, Monday night, these mingham cf Ash Point whll teach
the fourth grade of the Brick
date is made up of Mrs. Blanche i;nes are gleaned.
Building,
beginning Monday.
Iermond. Mrs. Vera Robinson and
A dinner party ,held at the Au_
Capt. Ralph Pollard of Waldo
Mrs. Eleanor Clark.
1
House before the dance was
Mr and Mrs. Albert Andersort 8< ended by Mr. and Mrs. William boro was guest speaker at Tues
entertained at a Rock party Mon- y smith of Thomaston, Miss day meeting; of the Rotary Club
day night. There were three tables Dorothy Lawry of Rcckland. Miss Captain Pcllard touched on tihe
and high score prizes went to Mrs.j Edna Ames of Thoina-iycn and highlights of the present World
W. G Maloney and Welton Young, wdliam Smith, also of Thomaston, War from a military man's point
low going to Mrs. Theodore Rowell xirs. smith wore a draped, flowered of view. He stated that the Ameri
and Warfen Knights Refreshments marquLsettc with puffed' sleeves, can people will come out on top
concluded the evening.
Miss Lawry was dressed in w'hite as long as they have faith in
A public Lenten supper will be p nt with a dark bcateground. themselves and in the principles
held Friday at St. John’s parish Miss Ames was in shell-pink taffeta of their Government. Visiting Rotarians were: George L. St Clair;
hall at 5 30.
1 and net in bouffant style.
Miss Lena Shorey cf Portland 's
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., wife Allan McAlary; J. A. Jameson and
spending the school vacation with of Representative Sleeper from Russell Davis of Rookiand) and
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rccklar.d wore a white crepe din- Arthur Stever.s of Augusta. Vice
ner frock trimmed with gold beads President Allie Dougherty presid
Shorey.
ed in the absence of President,
and
and; gold accessories to match.
Mrs. Orrin A. Treat Jr.,
daughter Gayle are visiting her
Mrs. Harvey R. Pease of Wis- Zelma Dwinal.
Mr. and Mrs. Zelma Dwinal are
parents Mr and Mrs. Leroy Sheer- casset ‘formerly of Rockland) wore
spending
a few weeks in Florida.
white
chiffon
skirt
and
metal
cloth
er in Pawtucket, R I.
..
' top with coral bows. Miss VirMr.
and
Mrs. Cliffordi Burkett
Mrs. Orvel F. Williams enter- .
_
. , . „
. .. .
in ginia Pease was in flesh colored spent the weekend in Boston where
tained Tuesday night at bridge m
.
,
__. tude over gray and silver acces- they attend The Icescapades.
observance
of, the birthday
anniso rip c
Mr. and Mrs. George Keene of
versary of her mother, Mr3. Win..
.,
fred Tabbutt.
The guests were
Albert Cf
tbe
Bangor were recent guests of Rev.
Mrs Clifford Clark. Mrs. H H., ° ^Ph.£ones.
Rockland wore and M.s. Weston P. Holman.
Newbert. Mrs. E. R. Biggers. Mrs. I black chrffon with sequins and garR. G. Ware of Thomaston ac
Weston Young, Mrs. W. B. D. Gray.
theirf d^u^ter’ Ml^ companied 'by Edward Lewis of
and Mrs. Arthur S. Taylor. Prizes Natalie Jones of ^kland and Rockland and Harold Alexander
at bridge fell to Mrs. Gray and
Plnk net Wlth black lafe of Camden motored' Monday to
Mrs. Clark and the guest of honor | bodjce and
, Portland where they attended a
received several pleasing gifts.
I
°f banquet at the Eastland Hotel.
, Kingfleld and Mr. and Mis. HarEarle Brown of Portland is guest vey R. Pease of Wiscasset enterMr. and Mrs. Sibley Lenfest of
this week of Mr. and Mrs. Earl i tained friends at dinner at the Malden, Mass., are the parents of
Woodcock.
' Augusta House and in the party a son born Feto. 24. Mrs. Lenfest
A successful supper was held were Assistant District Attorney was the former Marguerite Rich
Tuesday at the Federated vestry Albert W. Wunderly and Mrs. ards of Camden.
Dr. Frederick Powers has re
under the auspices of the Feder- wunderly of Arlington, Mass., Mir.
cently
moved) to the suite of offices
ated Circle. The committee was aT1£j ^rs. George V. Blanchard of
over
Crockett
’s 5 & 10c store, for
Mrs. Forest Stone, Mrs. Cla>ton preiqUe i.sle, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Staples and Mrs. Stephen Lavender. pret£ of Portland, Mr and Mrs. merly occupied by Dr. Eugene
Fred Waldo has returned hon e George W Swain of Portland. Miss Davis. Mrs. Powers will assist him
from the Veterans Hospital in Virginia F. Pease cf Wiscasset and as a dental secretary.
Seaside Chapter, O.ES., cele
Togus. With him Ls his friend Dwight Sargent of Biddeford.
William Gcyette, who will make
Rep. ar.d Mrs. E. Sam Farwell of brated its 41st birthday Monday
his home with him.
j Unity were hosts at a dinner party by observing Past matron's and pa
The marriage of Corliss V. Tab- In the Augusta House before the tron’s night. The exemplification
butt of this town to Miss Ncrm3 Governor’s Ball last night. Their of the degrees was preceded by a
Smallwood of Rockland will take gues'tswere Mr. and Mrs. Raymond supper at which 100 members were
place Saturday night at 8 o'clock, Oakes of Portland, Rep. and Mrs. present. The tables were made
after which there will be held a Charles Mussey of Unity and) Mrs. attractive by the centerpieces of
reception at the K P. hall Thom- Mayo payson of Portland. Mrs. pink and white carnations and
aston, to which all friends cf the Julia Farwell cf Unity. Mrs. Far- birthday cake. These officers filled
ccuple are invited.
well Wore aqua jersey with a cor- the chairs: Worthy matron. Kath
Dr. B H. Keller returned home sage of gardenias. Mrs. Payson waj erine Keller; worthy patron, John
Monday after two months’ stay at in gold with an iris corsage. Pink L. Tewkesbury; associate matron
Knox Hospital. He is being cared crepe with iris was worn by Mrs., Bessie L. Bowers; associate patron
for by his sister Mrs.. Ava Simmons Oakes. The hostess wore a flame Alva Greenlaw, Louise Walker;
of Rockland.
red gown of net and taffeta with treasurer, Alice Burkett; chaplain
gold accessories. She had a corsage Mary Joy; marshal. Ruth Smith;
organist, Doris Sylvester;, Adah,
EAST APPLETON
| of gardenias.
Nacmi Felton; Ruth, Gertrude
Mrs. Johnson Pitman spent Sat
Morrow; Esther, Agnes Knowlton;
urday with Mrs. Floyd Gushee. , MEDOMAK
Martha, Winefred Conley; Electa
Floyd Gushee attended a basket- 1 Mr. and Mrs. L. W Osier and Edna Ames; warder. Alice Paul;
ball game Saturday in Orono.
three children visited Sunday with sentinel. Herbert Sylvester; solo
Mrs. Maurice Morang passed the Mr. an^ Mrs. Horace Smith at ist. Mrs. Anne Grinnell. All past
weekend with her parents in Sears- (
s Corner.
matrons and' patrons received
mont
; Miss Pauline McLain spent the letter-openers and book marks.
Mrs. William Blanchard recently W{^Xend in South Hiram
Community Hospital Club will
Mrs Lizzie Maloney visited the be entertained at Green Gables
visited her son Leon Mcrang in
past week with her daughter, Mrs. today by Mrs. C. W. Babb.
Augusta.
C.
H. Shuman.
Mrs. Ivan Sherman and children
Plans for the Easter pageant
Mrs.
Annie Oenthner spent Mon "The Resurrection" are being made
were recent guests of friends here.
Mrs. Carrie Sherman and Mrs. day with her sister. Dorothy Prior, by the Chadavae members at their
in Waldoboro.
Helen Gushee spent Wednesday
meetings Monday nghts.
,,
_
...
,,
-m,
j
i.
i
Mr. and . Mrs. Thomas
Benner
afternoon with Mis. Floyd Gushee.
...
,
Sandra and "Sonny’ Goodwin,
w..t. Polly Gushee passed Sun of Friendship passed the weekend
Mrs.
children
of Mr. and Mrs. Orman
at Clara Carter’s.
day with Mrs. Robert Gushee.
Gooc'win
are spending the week
v.
t
.
i W. C. Studley who has been in
Robert Gushee. Jr. was at Free- Portiand fcr the Winter retumed with their grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Ryder in Brocks.
man Carleton's for the weekend, heme Saturday
The Erickson property in Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Bramhall of
port
has been sold to Mr. and Mrs.
Friendship spent Sunday with her
Stanley Rcbbins through the Allen
father, Ira Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gamage Insurance Agency. Also the Dr
of New Harbor is visiting at Leslie Ralph Young property in Rockport,
to William Ingraham and Mrs
, Collamore's.
Mr. and Mrs. A«tnr Wfltey were Ada Gilkey has sold her home on
Union street to Bowman Durkee
in Rockland last Thursday.
Doctors say y our kidneys ronTain is miles
Annie Gentilntr, iUis. Amy of Acre Island and Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McKay
of tiny tubes or alters which help to purify the
WiLey and Mrs. Merion Castner
W.Td
timer.1 services Friday were out of town Wednesday.
many people have to get up nighta. Frequent
for Rcland Nash at Dutch Neck.
A daughter was bom to Mir. and
or scanty passages with sniarting and burning
Mrs. Ralph Morten. Saturday night
•ometimes shows there is something WTong
with your kidneys or bladder. Don't neglect
at Community Hosptal.
EAST LIBERTY
this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.
The Townser.d Club will serve
When disorder of kidney function tiermits
Leslie Hall cf Camden spent the
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
a
baked bean and cold meat sup
may also cause nagging backacne, rheumatio
weekerd at his camp on Stevens’
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy,
per tonight. There will be a speak
pond.
swelling, puffiness under the eyes, headaches
and ditxiness.
Elmer Davis has meved his er from National Headquarters. En
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
shingle mill from the "Kingdom" tertainment will be furnished by
Pills, used successfully by millioris for over 40
years. They give happy relief and will help
in Montville to the Prescott school the Millville String Orchestra and
the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison
Arthur Crockett of RockpcJi will
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's rills.
house.
entertain with a piano accordion.
A public hearing of the Zoning
Ordinance was held Monday night
GET THIS REGUIHR
at the Opera House with Chair
man of the Selectmen, Clay-ton
12oz. (HO OF FULLER
McCobb presiding. Following the
reading cf the Ordinance there
FURRITURE POLISH
was a general discussion, various
features being outlined by J. Hugh
Montgomery.
A. L. Andersen. Leon
with your purchase of a
Crockett. J. C. Hcfc/as, J. H. Hobbs
and Frank Gculd. The sentiment
of the meeting seemed to be di
vided concerning the ordinance
A Special Value. Finest Dry
which will be presented to the
Mop we ever made; chem
voters at town meeting Marsh 10.
ically treated 4 strand cotton
Joseph Moulton of Rahuri, In
yarns. Picks up all dust and
dia will be the speaker Sunday at
lint in half the usual time.
1030 at the First Congregational
Church. Sunday night in the
Parish Hcuse at 7 o’clock. Mr.
Moulton will show moving pictures
taken in India. His address will
be followed by a question period
and social hour. All members and
friends of the Paristi are urged to
attended both services.
The Lawrence Dailey apartment
at the Winfield Hewett house on
Washington street suffered damage
around the chimney from fire last
night, but in spite of high wine
BOTH
the Fire Department was able to
confine the blaze to a small area
NOW AND SAVE MONEY
Personal effects, however, were
ruined from the smoke, fire and
water.
F. L. CLARK, Local Dealer
Beta Alpha met Monday night at

Tired Kidneys
Often Bring
Sleepless Nights

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

ROCKPORT
Franklin G. Priest is a candidate
for third selectman.
Announcement has been made by
Emil Erickson that he will not be
a candidate for re-election to the
office cf Third Selectman at thp
coming Town Meeting.
The Baptist Young People’s Choir
is busy with plans for the cooked
food sale next Saturday at the
Public Library. The receipts will
be used to help buy robes, which
they hope to wear for the first time
on Easter Sunday. This choir is
rendering valuable assistance to
the church, especially at the eve
ning services.

TOWEL

93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W
25-Th-3l

Mr. and Mrs. Gcor;

SALE

jo tomorrow to Mlllbur
Ije guests of Mr. and

St. Clair.
Mrs. Delia Sullivan

Last Sunday night

the guest of her sistt;
Bird.
Is

Mrs. Nathan Cobb is
Charity Club today.
and all-day session.
If you yourself had

to reform the world,
,ou do? Educational C
liscussion for its next
session.

25 present.

Charles S. Gardner will be a can
didate for the office of Third Se
lectman at the town meeting.
March 17.
A special feature of the meeting
cf the Fred A. Norwood W.R.C.
Friday night was a program in
joint observance of Washington's
Birthday and Battleship Maine
Day. Readings were given by Mrs.
Ellen Bohndcll, Mrs. Effie Salis
bury, Mrs. Hattie Kenney, Mrs. Cacilda Cain, Mrs. Emma Torrey, Mrs.
Stella Simonton, Mrs. Addie Went
worth, Mrs. Nellie Alexander and
Mrs. Barbara Wentworth. A buffet
lunch was served, and it was voted
to serve a town meeting dinner.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles R Sims
were guests Tuesday of Rev. and
Mrs. C. V. Overman.
The Twent.eth Century Club will
rrteet Friday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Edith Buzzell. This will
be “Current Events” day and each
member is asked to contribute to
ward the program.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur . Walker
were in Orono Monday to visit her
sister, Mrs. Delia Ryan.
Twenty-five members of the Trytohelp Club attended the meeting
Monday night at the home of Mrs.
Emil Erickson. Following the sew
ing period and business session,
lunch was served by the hostesses,
Mrs. Erickson and Mrs. Alice Priest.
Mrs. Winola Cooper, music su
pervisor in the local schools, is con
fined to her home at Rockville by
illness.
Rev. and Mrs. J. S Pendleton of
Waterville were callers Sunday at
the Baptist parsonage.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle is hold
ing an all-day session today at the
home of Mrs. Minetta A. Paul, this
being a meeting postponed from
Wednesday on account of funeral
services for Frank S. fidwards.
All churches in town are invited

Miss Nathalie Post ii
aome after visiting M
iawes in Union.

Miss Patricia Hall is •
Sears Order office.

SPECIAL NEW YORK PURCHASE!
The weekend feature at Strand Theatre is “Four Mothers,” starring
Rosemary and Lola Lane

to participate in the special serv
ice Friday night at the Baptist
Church in observance of ‘The
World's Day of Prayer.” At the
prayer service tonight Rev. C. V.
Overman will speak on the subject
"Should Baptists Observe Lent?”
The monthly business meeting will
follow.
Charles L. Veazie who has been
confined to his home the past sev
eral weeks by illness is now able
to take short rides.

Mr. and Mrs. Herklas Brown and
daughter Vera were visitoi
in
Waterville recently.
Elsie Hisley and Mrs. Ross Hla«er
were guests of Mrs. Estem Well
man in Washington recently. They
were also recent callers on Mrs.
Flora Avery.
Walter Tdbey is spending a
week's vacation with his mother
Mrs. Percy Eaton. He has been
passing the last few months with
Cooked Food Sale Rockport Pub his father in Brunswick.
Hazel Brown has returned to
lic Library Saturday, March 1„ 2
o’clock.
Benefit Baptist Young school after being ill with the flu.
People's Choir.—adv.
25* It
H. C. Brown, C. A. Brown and

NEED YOUR CARE TO-DAY
Through 90 years many wise mothers and

1

Dr.Trues Elixir
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE

We mean these Four New Additions to the Buick SPECIAL

Series that Give you Big-Car Thrill in less Curbside Space
HE way cars have been stretching
out lately, it usually takes only a
ale of cars to occupy the curb

an

extension-ladder

fire

Not so with the newest additions to
the 1941 Buick line.

Here we’ve reversed the trend—just
to prove that an honest-to-golly BIG
car can be built without going over
board on bumper-to-bumper distance.

dock—and the way they flit through
traffic is a delight to wheel-weary

drivers.
When it comes to action — well,
they’ve got a 115-hp. Fireball eight
under their bonnets that skims you
down the road like a mallard heading
home. You can add Compound Carburetion at small extra cost and have
125 horsepower that does things we
hardly dare hint about in print.

But they’re a handy six inches short
The four new models now adorning
the Buick Special Series fit neatly
into modest garages without putting
a permanent crimp in the doors.

1 hey slip into parking places
smoothly as a rowboat nestles up to a

er, bumper to bumper,

than other

Buicks—a quartet of (top-quality cars

in a new and easily-handled size.
The price? It’s lower too. So better
take a look at the first really BIG car
in this bumper-to-bumper size.

Buick Special Convertible Coupe with
Press-A-Button Automatic Top, $1138*

for the
Business Coupe
★deliveredat Flint,
Mich. State tax,
optional equipment
and accessories —
extra. Prices subject
to change without
notice.

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME

12 BAYVIEW STREET, CAMDEN, ME,

WHEN BETTER AUTOfflOftllES ARE BtlltT BUICK Will BUILD THEM

Checked Towel, large, 20x40; reg. 29c.. .. .. ..

Regulation Navy Towel, heavy and large ....

hat night.

—
A. O. A. Club met 1.
liie home of Mrs. Art
lor sewing and luncheJ

• Plain white; if first quality, price would be $1 00)

OTHER SPECIAL TOWELS ALSO ON SALE

Bernard Thompson
Dental College is spend!
ion at the home of I
Mr. and Mrs. John Thoi
ow street.

Ill Everybody’s Column WANTED
Advertisements In this column nen
to exceed three lines inserted once for
23 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for on*
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

GOOD route available of 800 Rawlelgh consumers. No experience need
ed to start.
Large sales mean big
profits. Permanent. Full time. Write
RAWLEIGH'S. Dept MEB 162-104B AlI bany. N Y or see H E. Bean. 57 Main
’ st-- Rockland.____________
21*22**25
GOOD home for aged persons or ln, vallds at 17 Suffolk St., expert, indi
vidual attention. TEL. 1200
17‘19-tf
USED upright piano wanted In good
THE Wight sale at 13 Claremont St. condition.
MAINE MUSIC CO., Tel
will be continued Saturday p. m. All 708.
17-tJ
household furnishings will be disSHIPYARD- Welding
ind burning
posed of.__________________________ 25-It
taught the all p.-actlcal way. Our 15
AIR compressor for sale, with ham
years' experience In shipyard work
mer and drills, good for small plant. assures you of proper instruction Low
May be seen at Llmerock St., Rock- tuition, convenient terms. CAPITOL
port, BERT L. BRODI-S__________ 25-27 WELDING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave ,
1936 CHEVROLET l'i truck hydraulic Portland. Tel 3-2451.______________ 11*28
dump body. HUGO LEHTINEN Call
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
at airport or Tel. 1226-W during day; called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
night, Ted. Tenants Harbor 11 12.
ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W
17-tf
___________________________________ 25*27
30-GAL. 250 lb. test Pine Tree Cop
per Ringe Boiler with stand for sale.
Price low for cash. 138 Main St.. Tel.
676-W._____________________________ 23-tf
WE buy and sell second-hand fur
FIVE-room tenement to let at 79
nlture of aU kinds; before you make Grace St
Inquire FDNA PAYSON. 81
a deal, get our appraisal price, at Grace Si-. Tel 163-M.
25 27
Furniture Exchange. 235 Main St.. Tel
TENEMENT of four rooms to let at
1200. Rockland.
25-tf
3S Mechanic St Tel 874-W or Inquire
DRY slabwood for sale, 85c per foot. of MRS E C. WILLIAMSON. 176 Main
Aleo all kinds of trucking
VICTOR ST. _
__ _____________________ 24*26
GRTNDLE, 16 Thomaston St
25*27
THREE furnished rooms to let, fur
FLORENCE oil heater for sale, late nished or unfurnished for light house
1 enameled, living room model. Perfect keeping with private bath. Appiv C5
j condition. Kitchen range, good buy North Main St . TEL. 837-M
21 tf
1 for camp. TEL. 757-R before 10 a. in
OFFICE to let. central location.
J or after 6 p. m.__________________ 24 26
heated, low rental. TEL. 133
17-25
SINGLE barrel 12-gauge shot gun.
FURNISHED apar'ment to let at 80
I single shot high-powered 22 Winr hea
ter rifle and blacksmith forge for sale. Plea ant St. Apply at 23 Amesburv
Good condition. A. W. DEMUT.I. South St.. TEL. 958-J.____________________ 18-tf
i Warren._______________________
24*26
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. MRS.
12-tf
YOUNO work horse for sale: also FLORA COLLINS. Tel 579-W.
100 cord of good dry cord wood. MUR5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
DICK CRAMER, Route 17, Washlng- Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
■ ton. Me._______________________ 13-25 tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
BUILDING 2O'x25', suitable to make j M. ARMATA. The Men's Shop, Main
I into house for sale at 21 Hill St. MRS. & Park Sts., Rockland.___________ 14-tf
W. At KENNEDY. 44 Rankin St.. Tel
LARGE store with three rooms and
1200-W.____________________________ 21-tf bath In rear. 73 Park St. Center store
OUERNSEY heifer for sale, three In block. $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY.
vears old Just freshened. HAROLD 283 Main St.______________________ 14-tf
LEWIS. 37 Pine St._______________24,'2C
FOUR room furnished, heated apt.
1939 PLYMOUTH 4-door sedan for to let. automatic hot water. At 15
sale. MRS. G. W. GRAY. 3 Lindsey Summer St. H. M FROST. Tel. 318-W.
14-tf
St.________________________________ 24-2C
HEATED apartment to let, modern
Hard wood per foot, fitted, $1 50;
Sawed, <1.40; long, $1 30. M. B. <5c C O conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
Apply
PERRY. TeJ. 487._________________ 14-tf rooms bath and kitchenette
at 130 Union St, or TEL 158 or 723-R.
LEHIGH Valley atove and nut coal _ ________________________ __________ 14-tf
I for sale, $14.50; Pocahontas lumpy
TWO or 3 room furnished apt to
soft, $9: fitted dry hard wood. $1.50 ft.
J. B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62 let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR
REN
or 11 JAMES ST.
14-tf
I__________________________________ 14-tf
D. at H. hara coal. egg. stove, nut
$14.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton. del Nut slee New River soft
not screened $9 ton del. M. B. <fc C.
O. PERRY, 519 Main St . Tel. 487 14-tf
WANT—Good results with poultry?
Get Clements "Maine-Bred” Reds.
Rocks.
Better quality at economical
Percy Eaton were in Union re prices due
to cur 4-Farms Co-opera
tion. Pullet chicks ln all breeds Write
cently on business.
free catalogue now. CLEMENTS
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Turner of for
BROTHERS FARMS, Rt 33. Wlnterport,
Me.
Augusta were recent visitors at
R
I.
Red chicks for sale, hatched
George Branns.
from 2-year-old hens; also day old
roosters 2c each
W. H. TOLM.AN.
Waldoboro. Tel. 153.
14-tf

FOR SALE

qF TOMORROW

fathers have found Dr. True’s Elixir a valuable
ally when their children required a laxative.
This medicine aids in promoting bowel action
Agreeable to take. For young and old. Use as
directed on the label.

ine Snow were guest -.
ecent school vacation
Mrs. James H. Pillsbu
nouth. Mr. Snow an
Carolyn and Mrs. J. L. f
ored there Sunday, al

Jacquard Towel, nautical design; reg. 59c ..

SOMERVILLE

Laid End to End They Add
up to a Swell Idea

of

Mrs. Fred Snow and X

William Boyd, the ever popular llopalong Cassidy, in “Doomed Caravan.’

FULLER DRY MOP

All the people who don't fall for
flattery could hold a convention in
a telephone booth.

Sgt. Erwin Chase, call
the death of his aunt
Merrifield, returns ton
^rvett.

the Choir pleasingly sang the se
lection "We Would Be Building'
and the Junior Choir sang ‘ Gali
lee." Donald We’.t was soloist, his
selection being "Abide With Me.’’
The pastor, Rev. C. V Overman,
spoke frem the subject “Sanctified
by the Biood." At the close of the
service the ordinance of the Lord’s
Supper was observed. The two
choirs then went to the parsonage
for rehearsal and light lunch, with

:e

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day
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TO LET

Lady Knox Chapter
neet Monday with Mrs.
it her home in Walk; i
ad’io sketch entitled
fampton Plantation," v
rented. Mrs. Lucy Cl
Irene Mcran, Mrs. Oi l
ind' Mrs. Mary Perry H
insisting hostesses.

The young people of
jhurch held a party St
n the Undercroft, with
ng. Rev. Tom G. Akele;
ler was the speaker, to
he Episcopal conventicj
as City. Refreshments
vere enjoyed, prizes nj
irogram going to Miss T|
nd Stanley McCurdy
Tuntley was master of
nd the committee in
he Misses Beverly Bov
orie Perry, Helene Cd
fictor.a Alex nnd Vesd
Spencer
Individual
(ervice. Corsets, girdle,
md surgical supports.
M. McIntosh, 235 Bio.J
2-M -adt

Visit Lucien K. Orec
econd floor, 16 School I
Allows Block, City, for
?oats and Cloth Coats, a
•rices.

Eggs And Chicks

CUSHING

Pvt. Ernest Nord of Rockland
r.ow stationed at Fort McKinley,
visited relatives here Saturday.
Edw. Curtis of Rockland Ls at the
home of his brother, A M. Curt
for an indefinite stay.
Mr. and Mrs. George Avery re
turned home Saturday after sev
eral weeks’ visit in Bath.
Frank Nord returned Sunday to
Rockland after two weeks' visit with
his son Alfred.
Mrs. John C. Morse, Sr. of Thom
aston visited Sunday w!th her
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Wotton who is
much Improved in health.
Miss Ida Olson spent the week
end holiday with her parents, re
turning Monday to Portland where
she is studying beauty culture.
Mr. and Mirs. Clifton Hasson and
son of Bocthbay were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Ome.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Seavey of
Rockland were at their cottage
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Maloney,
granddaughter Constance Knight
of Thomaston and Carrie Geyer
spent Sunday at W. A. Moodj’s in
Nobleboro.
Misses Bernice and isleanor Orne
are Quests this week of Mr and
Mrs. Clifton Hasson in Bcotnbay !
while they are having a week's re
cess from Thomaston High Schccl
of which they are freshman.

daughter with Edith Orne of Port
land were visitors Sunday at Al
fred Ornes.
Several members of Achcrn
Grange visited last Thursday at
Goodwill Grange. South Warren.
Constance Knight of Thomas
ton is passing this week with her
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. W.
G. Maloney.
Mrs. R. O. Elliot of Thomaston,
a Scout leader was in town Sat
urday to attend the Colonial Tea
given toy the G rl Scouts who with
their leader Mrs. Marion Knapp
and Lieutenant Barbara Lash en
tertained 49 guests. Mrs. JacqueKn
Rowell peured ccffee, and Mis$
Thelma
dispensed tea.
They
served fancy cookies, sandwiches
and many other delicacies, made
by the Scouts who were charming
in their Colonial costumes of green
yellow and pink.
Artificial woll fibers nowmade from peanuts.

are

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE

The Committee on Sea and Shore
Fisheries will give a public hearing in
Its rooms at the State House. In Au
gusta. on
MARCH 6. 1941, 2 P. M.
H P 1554 L D 845 AN ACT Relating
to the measurement of lobsters H P
1555 L D 846 AN ACT Relating to
lob-tcr truckmen^ licensee. H P. 1556
L D 847 AN ACT Relating to transportat'on of lobsters. S. P 461 L D.
Mrs. Sarah Seavey is confined to ; 635 AN ACT Relating to the legal
length of lobsters
H P 1593 L D.
her heme toy illness.
945 Resolve
catching lob

Mr and Mrs. Merle Buzzell and sters near Monhezau.

25-27

Buy
••LOOK AT
1. LOAF PAN. This gi
loaf pan will baM
bread, fish, meat, dfl
will bring them to
piping hot. Two si;only 45c.
2. DOUBLE BO1LLI
want fluffy boiled d
Pyrex double boiler,
come to just the rig
2 sizes; one quart sir3. CAKE DISII. V.
venienl handles on
dish so It wouldn't
shelf between cake bi
use in baking rolls
apples. Only 35c. ,

MAIN STI
441 MAIN STREET

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day
^SQCi ETY.

win Chase, called home by
Howard G. Philbrook arrived yes
, ceath cf his aunt, Mrs. Annie terday to spend the remainder of
Icrrifieid- returns today to Port the week with Mrs". Philbrook and
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Puller.
cvett.
s„, e

tfr and Mrs. George St. Clair
The Rubinstein Club will meet
tcniorrow to Millburn, N. H., to Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock, at
gue.-'s of Mr. and Mrs. Prank the home of Mrs. Prances McLoon,
inrtsad cf March 14 as originally
Clair.
planned. The program presented
^r. Delia Sullivan of Portland by the Junior Rubinstein Club will
’^e t *est of her sister, Mrs Elmer be given March 14, in the Universalist vestry, and will be a guest
Jtrd_______
evening.
Mrs. Nathan Cobb is entertaining
The Dessert-Bridge Club attend
rarity Club today, for luncheon
ed the Congregational Church sup
ind all-day session.
per, last night, adjourning to the
II you ycurself had the chance home of Mrs. Thomas C. Stone for
refoim the world, what would contract. Awards went to Mrs. Ru
4 jo? Educational Club Forum pert L. Stratton and Mrs. Earle
cU ion for its next afternoon Gcwell.
ession.
1 Mr. and Mrs. William Talbot of
yi-.s Nathalie Post has returned Portland are spending the week at
-me alter visiting Miss Priscilla their Talbot avenue home.
.
_____
Hawes in Union.
I Ralph Cowan has returned to
\I. Patricia Hall is employed in Wiggin Airway School at East
»»rs Order office.
Boston Airport, after a brief visit
with h's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs E'red Snow and Miss Jacque- H. C. Cowan, Talbot avenue.
,r.e Snow were guests during the
ecent chool vacation of Mr. and
Mrs. John O. Stevens and grand
\lr.s. James H. Pillsbury in Yar- children. John Harry and Barbara
n.-utli Mr. Snow and daughter Ann Boynton, have returned from
.rolyn and Mrs. J. L. Robbins ino- Port McKinley where they visited
ed there Sunday, all returning Lieut, and Mrs. Ellsworth T. Runduat night.
lett.

large.. .. .. .. .. . 39
Mild be $1 00)

SO ON SALE

:d
iiiip uvn Hable of 800 Rawlip
No experience needt
large sales mean big
■in i ient F ull time. Write
In pi MSB I62-104B. Al■ | H E Bean. 57 Main
nd ___________
2l‘22*&25
i i <1 pet ■ iih nr In7 1 iffolk St . expert, lndllltl m TEL 1200
17*19-tf
rb-li’ piano wanted In good
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Tel
17-tt
ng
nil r actlcal way. Our 15
•rnnct In shipyard work
of proper Instruction Low
nlent terms. CAPITOL
f i IOOL, 290 Forest Ave.,
• 3 2151______________
’RE wanted to upholster,
u d delivered T. J FI.EMreh St . Tel 212-W
17-tf

n»n

tenement to let ut 79
Inquire EDNA PAYSON. 81
M____________ 25 27
IT of four rooms to let at
t Tel R74-W or Inquire
( WILLIAMSON, 176 Main

in

_______________ 24*3*

urnl .‘.id rooms to let. Tur
in un.-hed for light houaeit 1» pm itl ii ii i ApplJ 65
i
I El 887 M
: 1 tf
'
et
central
legation,
f i ’.’.tai. TEI 133
17-25
IE: i ■ inr'nvnt to let at 80
t
Apply nt 23 Amerhurv
________________ 18-tf
let nt 15 Grove St. MRS.
'ELINS. Tel 579-W
12-tf
tenement with bath to let?
valid Opposite Maine Ceni Rent reasonable. Inquire
PA. The Men's Shop, Main
Rockland
14-tf
with three rooms and
.i 73 Park St Center store
$6 week. V. F. STUDLEY,
__________________ 14-tf
furnished, heated apt.
itomatlr hot water At 15
H M FROST. Tel. 318-W.

A O A Club met last night at
Preceding the League of Women
home of Mrs. Arthur Bowley, Voters meeting at the home of
iwinr and luncheon.
Mrs. Henry B. Bird Monday after
noon, Mrs. Bird/ entertained at a
Bernard Thompson of Tufts : luncheon, honoring the guest
>ntal College is spending a vaca- I speaker, Mrs. Robert T. Wliitejn at the home of his parents, j house of Portland. Other guests
«.• and Mrs. John Thompson, Wil- were Mrs. O. B. Hopper of New
* street.
York city, Mrs. William Tailbot,
Mrs.
J. Marden DcShon and Mrs.
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. will
Sims,
all of Portland, Mrs. Louis
meet Monday with Mrs. Mary Ladd
Wardwell
of Camden, and Mrs.
/ her heme in Walker place. A
Arthur
L.
Ome. Mrs. Horatio C.
rad'.o sketch entitled ‘'Restoring
Cowan,
Mrs.
Maurice P. Lovejoy
Hampton Plantation,” will be preand
Mrs.
Frederic
Bird.
tr.ted. Mrs. Lucy Carter, Mrs.
[rcr.' Mr.ran. Mrs. Orissa Merritt
ind Mrs Mary Perry Rich w.ll be CRIEHAVEN
isting hostesses.
Marc White has employment in
Matinicus.
The young people of St. Peter’s
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Simpson have
hurch held a party Sunday night returned! from Union where they
n the Undercroft, with 30 attend- | ripent the Winter.
Rev. Tom G. Akeley of GardiBarbara Blom and Norma Blom
i- was the speaker, telling about are passing a week’s vacation with
iip Ep scopal convention in Kan- their parents.
.i. City. Refreshments and games
Henry P. Trahurn is employed
qre enjoyed, prizes in the quiz at McClure's while Mr. McClure is
yram going to Miss Pern Browne convalescing from illness.
nd Stanley McCurdy.
George
Mrs. Oram Simpson and chil
Lintley was master of ceremonies, dren have returned from Portland
nd the committee in charge was where they visited friends and
• Misses Beverly Bowden, Marrelatives.
/ie Perry, Helene Carnes,, and
Mission service was omitted
. tci a Aiex and Vesper Haskell.
Sunday as Rev. Mr. Williams cf
Spencer
Individual Designing the Sunbeam was unable to ccme,
Service. Corsets, girdles, brassieres owing to bad weather.
Mrs. Predi Wilson accompanied
nd surgical supports. Mrs. Mona
her
daughter Friday to Rockland
4 McIntosh, 235 Broadway, Tel.
to
visit
her new granddaughter,
.'-M BdV.
25*28
Mary Ellen Brown, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle Brown.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
econd floor, 16 School street, Odd
Allows Block, City, for Furs, Pur WEST ROCKPORT
Prankin G. Priest of Rockport is
'oats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
irices.
9-tf a candidate for third selectman.

Now is the time to check the

PYREXWARE

_____________ 14-tf

you need!

apartment to let. modern
hard wood floors. Three
I kitchenette. Apply
an St , or TEL. 158 or 723-R.
_________________ 14-tf
3 room furnished apt to
ren St Inquire at 12 WARJAMBS ST
14-tf

THE STORY OF

The Woman’s Educational Club
met at Grand Army hall Friday
afternoon and evening. The meet
ing wvas called an hcur earlier than
usual to consider plans for the dis
tribution of funds frein the dues
of the club and after a lengthy
discussion the club voted to reserve
its decision until the next meeting.
Mrs Hazel Woodard gave a paper
on Robert P Tristram Coffin,
American poet, novelist and biogra
pher and was heard with much en
joyment. Mrs. Ida Simmcns read
her paper on Elijah Parish Love1joy, born in Albion. In his early
life he was a teacher and in after
years became a minister and also
was a great worker against slavery.
He gave his life fcr the cause for
he was fatally shot by one who
opposed the freeing of slaves. Mrs.
Elura Hamlin told of Thomas New
man, who was 105 years old Aug. 8,
1940. He cast his first vote for Abhaham Lincoln and is the oldest
man in Maine. He lives on Mt.
Desert Island in the same house
where he was born, is active for his
age and enjoys having company at
any time.
A poem entitled “Influence” writ
ten by Mrs. Eunice Tillson of Thom
aston was read by Miss Mabel
Harding. The members were 100
percent perfect in the 15 minutes a
day reading period. A. C. Jones
spoke on the distribution of taxes
and illustrated his talk with the
figures. Prof. Athon Daggett of
Bowdoin College took for his sub
ject “America's Choice” and gave
a very interesting and instructive
talk, answering many questions in
the open forum which followed.
Walter W. Morse of Portland, vice
president of the Federal Life &
Casualty Company. His address
“Thinking Through” was very much
enjoyed by the members, and was
printed in the Saturday issue of
The Courier-Gazette. Mrs. Over
man of Rockpoit took as her sub
ject “Is the Woman's Place In the
Home?” and was very interesting.
Thirty-seven women were voted
into membership. The list follows:
Ella Newman, Helen Andrews, May
Gushee. Rose Hupper, Mrs. Thomp
son, Ruth Tuck, Eva Balloch, Mrs.
Lawrence Hamlin, Winnibel Taylor,
Mildred Pierson, Alvalene Pierson,
Margaret Simmons, Alma Heal,
Rose Seavey, Susie Holbrook, Doro
thy Harvie. Mrs. Sumner Sewall,
Jennie Packard. Carrie Sherman.
Nina Leach, Elizabeth Haskell. Ada
Brennan. Gertrude Small, Florence
Cock, Christine Crockett, Blanche
Ayers. Nancy Savage. Eunice Till
son, Fannie Howard. Eunice Win
slow, Margaret Stahl, Edith Young,
Mrs. Overman. Bertha McIntosh,
Henrietta Dobbin. Mrs. Harry
Smitth, and Charlotte' Farley.
Mabel Harding, Secretary.
Mrs. James Cousins was given
a surprise Sunday night when Mrs.
Wendell Emery and Mrs. Bernard
Nelson entertained at Mrs. Nel
son's heme in her honor. Bernard
Nelson’s magical tricks furnihsed
entertainment for the evening.
Other friends attending were Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Smith of Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Nelson. MX.
and Mrs. Edward Moffitt, Mary
Paladino, Arnold Nelson, Wendell
Emery, John St. Clair, Charles
Emery. James Cousins and Bernard
Nelson. Artelinc Lachance was un
able to attend. Buffet lunch was
served and many birthday gifts re
ceived by the honored guest.

• to bring your kitchen up-to-date

Friday and Saturday

• to help you be a better cook

iiid Chicks

HAPPY

d re ults with poultry?
i nts
Maine-Bred
Reds,
Hi r quality at economical
to ur 4-Fnrms Co-opera- - in all breeds. Write
lalil'.n,. now CLEMENTS
FARMS, Rt 33 Wlnter-

FAMILIES!

The “Four Daughters" ere back again

: I chicks for sale, hatched
hen -; ab-o day old
' ei h
W. H TOLMAN,
Tel 153.
14-tf

A n Edith Ornc of Portvisitors Sunday at At-

mmibrs of Achorn
t Tkur.-day at
Grange. South Warren.
Knight cf Thcmas:n< this week with her
in's Mr. and Mrs. W.
ey.
O Elliot of Thomaston,
eader was in town Sattterd the Colonial Tea
!he G rl Scouts who with
I r Mrs. Marion Knapp
mant Barbara Lash en4D guests. Mrs. Jacquelin
ured ccffee, and Miss
dispensed tea.
Thee?
nc\ cookies, sandwiches
other delicacies, mad«
(■cuts who were charming
[denial costumes cf green
i’ pink.
i woll fibers now are
n peanuts.

ATIVE NOTICE
unl 'ee on

Sea

and

Shore

i 1 give a public hearing in
at the State House, In Au-

KCII 6. 1941, 2 P. M.
I D 845 AN ACT Relating
inurement of lobsters H P.
8-W AN .ACT Relating to
rltinAn licenses. H P 1556
AN ACT Relating to trans1 lobsters, s P 461 L D.
CT Relating to the legal
lobsters. H P 1593 L. D.
ri iauubi to catching lob-

Monhegan.

25-27

Slarrmt Tht Four Daathters,

Priscilla Lane • Rosemary Lane
Lob Lane Gale Page
(/•»</• Uniat • Jtffttr lynn * Iddie Albert
MAT (OUON ■ »*« M.HU0M ■ MO TtMAM

• • LOOK AT THE AMAZING LOW PRICES • • *
1. LOAF PAN. This good looking
loaf pan will bake delicious
bread, fish. meat, desserts, and
will bring them to the table
piping hot. Two sizes. 9’4“ size
only 45c.
2. DOUBLE BOILER. If you
want fluffy boiled icing, get a
Pyrex double boiler, and see food
come to just the right texture:
2 sizes; one quart size only $3.43.
3. CAKE DISH. We put con
venient handles cn this cake
dish so it wouldn’t set on the
shelf between cake bakings. For
use in baking rolls, potatoes,
apples. Only 35c.

Plus PARAMOUNT NEWS
“MEET THE FLEET”

4. SAUCEPAN. Wide flat bo’toms “fit” your top burners,
speed up cocking. No corners or
crevices—sticky foods wash off
without scraping. 1 qt. size $1 S3.
5. UTILITY DISH. Need a flat
baking dish? Think of this at
tractive number for candy,
stuffed chops, brownies; 10’j”
size only 50c.
6. MEASURING CUP. Redmarked fcr easy measuring.
Comes in three handy sizes . . .
8 oz. 16 oz., and 32 oz.; 8 cz.
size only 15c.

TODAY

“VICTCRY” with
Fredric March, Betty Field

COMING SUN.-MON.-TUES.
r----------------- ——

VIRGINIA
h

Poromount Picture

Strand^.

MAIN STREET HARDWARE CO.
441 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND. ME.

TELEPHONE 26S

89?
Week Days,
Sundaes.

2.00, 6.30, 8 30
3.00. 6.30. 8.30

This And That

THE VINALHAVEN BAND
By Sidney L. Winslow
Ever since I can remember there has been a Vinalhaven band that
has been a credit to the community, and which has averaged up
pretty well with the other bands with which it has come in contact.
I am pleased to state that Vinalhaven’s grand old citizen, the late
Owen P Lyons, was a member of the original Vinalhaven band and
had been directly or indirectly connected with all subsequent
Vinalhaven bands to date. Joseph W. Kittredge, leader of our
present day band, and several other members of the organization
were at one time, pupils of Mr. Lyons. A large amount of the
material used in the first part of the following story was taken
from the files of The Courier-Gazette and Vinalhaven Echo.
<F»fih Installment >
“The best laved plans 0.1 mice
and men gang aft aglee.” So runs
the cld Scotch sayir.g and plans
sure went awTy on the day that
Alfred 3. Black cf Rockland, hired
Sini’h’s Vinalhaven Band to play
at Ginn s Point. But to start this
story right I must go back a little
to a previous event which, if the
plans of the Ginn’s Po nt engage
ment had not gang agiee. would
have had no connection with my
story, but the plans did go wrong
which made the two events quite
closely related.
Ycu see. just a few weeks prior
to the Ginn's Point episode there
had been, some sort of a celebra
tion at Rockland in which the
Vinalhaven Band tock part. Wheth
er this was Pelican Day. Old Home
Week.. Fourth of July or other
prominent event I cannot remem
ber but do knew that somebody
tcok a moving picture cf the pa
rade— ar.d that's what caused all
the trouble.
Now to go 'back to Ginn’s Point.
As I previously stated Mr. Black
had engaged the Vinalhaven Band
to play a concert at Ginns Point;
the arrangment being, I believe,
that the band1 was to furnish its
own transportation and play the
concert for a stipulated amount;
if I remember correctly it was $50.
This wasn’t a very large compen
sation but we realized that it was
all Mr. Black could afford to pay,
and besides we expected to make a
little side money from the excur
sionists who would accompany us
from the island. But the day was
cloudy and threatening and) only
a handful of people accompanied
the band to the mainland on the
W. G. Butman on that fatal day.
The bard was to play two con
certs, one at 11 o’clock and another
at 4. The 11 o'clock concert tock
place according to schedule but—
well—there was a long intermis
sion between the 11 o'clock and
4 o'clock concerts; time dragged
heavily, for the crowd at Ginn’s
Point was small: then, to cap the
climax, somebody brought the re
port that the movie of Pelican Day
for whatever it was) was to^ be
shown that day at Park Theatre.
New we all remembered that our
bard had been in that parade so
we were pretty anxious to see it
The movie show began at 2 o'clock
and there seemed to be plenty of
time fcr us to see the movie and
get back to Ginn's Point in time
to play the 4 o'clock concert.
About half of the fellows raid it
couldn't be done and refused' to
make the trip up to Rockland1—
but I didn't happen ta be on that
s de of the argument and with
eight or 10 other members of the
band, boarded the street cars for
Rockland and) Park Theatre.
The show was in progress when
we arrived but the picture of “the
big parade" was not to be shewn
until the very last. This was dis
appointing because we intended to
leave as soon as that part of the
program was over, somehow gettfing (Jie idea that the parade pic
ture would be shown first.
A1 Vinal and I, sitting side by
s de in the theatre, were doomed
to another disappointment for we’d
both seen the leading feature pic
ture at the Vinalhaven Theatre a
few nights previously so he and

I tcok a nap during that part of
the program. Eut when the anrcurcement came that the parade
picture was to be projected we
were as interested as the next fellcw and awaited the event with
enthusiastic expectancy.
But (and I’ll never, never, for
give that movie man) would ycu
believe it, the Vinalhaven Band
didn't cnce appear in that whole
1000 foot film, not even in the re
motest distance—now whatyer you
know cbout that!
And Boy! did we hustle to make
that street car for Ginn's Point
after the show; we caught the
car all right but arrived at Ginn's
Point just about half an hour too
late to play a 4 o'clock concert.
Ycu can bet that the air that hov
ered over that neck of woods was
extremely frigid both from Mr.
Black’s direction and the handful
of loyal band members who await
ed cur coming at Ginn’s Point.
Generally, when things went
wrong with the band., there was a
general wordfest, or "chewing
match" if you like, but if there had
been anything like that it must
have happened before we arrived,
but there was something worse
than that awaiting us for the air
was surcharged with an ominous
atmosphere of mean locks and
unspoken accusations that made a
feller feel as small as a Lilliput.
Later we learned that Mr. Black
was pretty sore. That he was per
fectly justified in feeling that way
was one point with which we were
in perfect accord; we surely were
repentant but that didn't fix up
matters in the least so, we the
guilty ones said1 nothing but
awaited the verdict beoause we
real.zed that it was coming to us.
On the trip home we learned
that Mr. Black had paid our trea
surer but $25 which was just half
the amount agreed upon, sayir.g
that as we had only furnished half
the service due him the band was
entitled to but half the amount of
money which was to be paid for
the two concerts.
It was unanimously agreed that
Mr. Black had the right of it and
the matter was dropped pro tern;
but at the next regular band meet
ing which took place the following
Tuesday evening it was voted to
fine those who failed to appear in
time to play the 4 o’clock concert
at Ginn’s Point the amount of $25,
the price of the steamboat hire.
Each culprit paid his proportional
part of the amount without com
ment and we were afterward re
ferred to, during our connection
with the band as "the boys who
bought the steamer W. G. But
man" and the affair which then
seemed so important and momen
tous, gradually evoluted into just
another pleasant memory.
(To be continued)

The Garden Club

Richard Irving Gives
Blackboard Talk Con
cerning Hardy Trees

GOLDEN
HOOFS

And 350 Persons Witness
Successful Ceremonies In
New Masonic Temple
A semi-public installation, which
brought together nearly 350 Ma
sons and ladies, was held by Au
rora Ledge, F.A.M., in the new

By K. 8. P.

Funeral services for Mrs. Annie
May (Haskell) wife of Clarence H.
Merrifield, who died Feb. 22. were
held Tuesday afternoon at the Rus
sell Funeral Home, Rev. Dr. Guy
Wilson officiating. The bearers
were Ralph U. Clark, Oliver Ingra
ham. W. L, Gregory and Howard E.
Crockett. Burial was in Achorn
cemetery.
The deceased was bom in Vas‘/alboro, 70 years ago, daughter of
Elisha P . and Lorenza (Abbott)
Haskell. The family came to Rock
land to make its permanent home
during her childhood. For 20 years
cr more she served as floor lady at
the Mowry & Payson pant factory
on Park street, remaining in that
capacity, until the industry was dis
continued. She then opened a
dressmaking and clothing repair
shop at 262 Main street, conducting
this business for quarter of a cen
tury and earning a wide reputation
as a seamstress of exceptional skill.
Failing health had been her lot
the past four years, but her last
illness covered a period of only five
weeks. Her death marked the sev
erance of happy domestic relations
covering a period of 31 years. She
w’as deveted to her work and to her
home, embracing many opportuni
ties for deeds of neighborly kind
ness, and finding much comfort
with her attractive flower garden.
Mrs. Merrifield is survived by
her husband and a sister, Mrs. Ella
F. Fall of this city.

What is really a venture and
possibly without precedent in this
country is the child1 welfare pro
ject in the form of a nursery.
Launched in 1939 to provide extra
modem care for growing children
of mothers obliged to go out to
work, the John. H. Swisher & Son
factory inaugurated this $50,000
nursery plant, with a staff of 17
experts and, a d redress. Already
there have been visitors form 41
states at this Jacksonville. Fla.,
project to watch its excellent work.
• • • •
And is this what Hitler would
like to bring the world to suffer?
In. Paris recently, an American-,
born peeress was about to pur
Roland O. (Dardy) Rockliff, the
chase a coat she had just tried
on and favored, when in walked new worshipful master.
Marshal Goering and saw the coat
and took it out of her arms and Masonic Temple, last night. The
said, “I will take that coat for my building was ablaze with lights,
wife.” and walked out with it, and visitors who had not hitherto MRS. GEORGE W. ROBERTS
Funeral services were held Sat
with not even a lock or by ycur been in the Temple strove for ad
urday
for Mrs. Helena Blethen
permission to the Lady Decies.
jectives with which to express the
Roberts, 49, at the Blethen resi
• • • •
joy afforded them by the magnifi dence. 50 Holmes street. Interment
“That is a very accomplished cent new quarters.
was in Sea View cemetery, and pall
The installing officer was Rt. bearers were Benedict Dowling,
girl Douglas lias married. She
can swim, ride, dance to perfec Wor. Louis A. Walker, deputy for Everett Blethen, John G. Snow and
tion, drive a car or a horse, pilot the 9th Masonic District, who was Mayor Edward R. Veazie. Quanti
a plane or a beat—a real all-around assisted by Laurence C. Perry, Le ties cf beautiful flowers were silent
roy A. Chatto, as grand marshal tributes to a person who won the
girl I would say."
and Rev. Guy Wilson as grand affection and loyalty of all who
“They shculd get along fine," chaplain. Martin Graves installed
replied the other. “You know Doug the worshipful master, the remain knew her. Though an invalid lor a
number of years and confined most
is a fine cook.”
ing officers being inducted by Iau- of the time to her bed, she enjoyea
• • • •
rence Perry. The charge was given iher many frlends flnd madp nwny
j new oneJJi an(j continued her interAccording to a survey taken of by Dr. J. A Richan.
interspersing
the
installation cst in everyday happenings and
motor accidents, drivers 40 or
ceremonies were vocal solos by Mrs. I evenks
near that age, have the lowest ac Earl Stoier .and music by Vinal's
She was born in May. 1891,
cident late.
Orchestra.
daughter
of Mis. Marietta R.
• • • •
Adjournment to the banquet hall Blethen and the late G. Herbert
Try a itrb-dewn after your bath followed, ice cream and cake there Blethen. She graduated in 1909
with coarse salt. It's a great stim i being served, and a very pleasant from Rockland High School, and
evening was rounded out with in 1914 from Bates College, after
ulant and very refreshing.
dancing until midnight.
• • • •
t A
T
, which she taught in the local High
The destinies of Aurora Lodge school until her marriage in If>18
In a recent letter from Tren
will be guided riie coming year by: to Qeorge w
ghe WM
ton, N. J„ I was told that scarlet
a member of Universalist Church,
fever was almost an epidemic l \e«r fo*-ow‘R? °®cers'
Worshipful Master, Roland O Shakespeare Society and Cardinal
there, also much flu. Then comes Rackliff.
1 Club
a letter from, Florida West Coast | ®enlor Warden Llcyd E Daniels.! Besides her husband and mother,
that “It rains and it lains and it
Junior Warden. Leland W. Drink- Mrs> Rcberts k survlved by tw;
never leaves off raining,” as W^er'
~
. sLste:s, Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence of
Treasurer, Wor Ralph U. Clark. , Aurora, N. Y.,
Dickens once said of England;
and Miss Gladys
Secretary, Milton M Griffin.
Blethen.
cold wind ar.d like November here.
Chaplaln Herman R. WinchenSo Rockland is not the worst place baugh.
ALFRED T. ROUGIER
to stay through the year. I re
Senior Deacon, Wilbur A Fogg.
Alfred T. Rougier, 39 a talented
member these Florida ncr.heast
Junior Deacon, Roy E. Danielson. musician and the husband of Dora
winds that penetrate and make
Senior Steward, Cecil E. Murphy. , (nee Vienneau) Rougier. of 8 HanJunior Steward. Winfield L-' cock street died at his late residence
one feel old and unworthy.
• • * •
Chatto.
after a three year’s illness.
Marshal, Robert P. Russell.
Restaurant patron: “Bring mo
Born in North Adams, he came
Organist. Albert C. Jones.
to this city witli his family when
some fried oysters. Waiter.’
Tyler, Alfred L. Church.
a child and resided here 28 years.
Waiter: “I'se awful sorry, boss,
Ten years .Tgo he moved to Maine,
but we’re all out of shell fish ex
but returned to this city four years
FRIENDSHIP
cept eggs.”
ago.
He attended St. Jean Baptiste
The Girl Scouts held a silver tea
• * * *
Saturday afternoon at the home of School Burdett College and the
They have a new way of sing the leader, Mrs. Ralph Winchen- Conservatory of Music, He was a
ing it in England new. and it goes paw. Hostesses were Misses Esther mernber of the American Federation
thus:
Simmons, Janice Cushman, Phyllis ,
Music, Local 126.
Besides his wife he is survived by
“Oh, say can we see
Frior, Joan Winchenbaugh and
three sons, Alfred J., Edward T. and
Thelma Prior.
By the dawns early light.
Raymond
L. Rougier; his parents,
Charles
Stenger
returned
Sunday
Where the Nazi shell fire
Mr
and
Mrs. Frederick Rougier
to
Lee
Academy
after
spending
a
Ls so dastardly stealing? ’
and
a
brother,
Clarence "Quink”
week's vacation with his parents,
• * • •
Rougier.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stenger.
“Next to the radio, the greatest
Funeral was held from his late
Mrs. C. E. Patch and son Eldridge
boon to mankind, on occasion, is and Miss Alma Winchenbaugh of home followed by solemn requiem
the little gadget that turns it off,” Stoneham, Mass., have been passing high Mass at St. Jean Baptste
someone has said.
two weeks at their Summer home Church. Interment in St Jean
Baptiste cemetery.—From a Lynn
• * • •
here.
• Mass ) Newspaper.
An
important
meeting
of
the
Red
Over in London and other “head
quarters” they are experiencing a Cross will be held Thursday night
shortage of hair pins which means at 8 o’clock at the school house.
a return to the short bob—for Capt. Keryn ap Rice, chairman of
Knox County Chapter, will be
them.
I speaker. Everyone is invited
• • • •
and Mrs. Herbert Newbegin
“Mcmie. Taddy and I have been of Mr.
Cranky? Reetleaa?
Rockland were recent guests of
sleep? Tire
way out in the country for a ride Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stenger.
Ull Id ". Can't
easily? Because of
distress caused by
and Daddy bought some pure-bred
monthly functional disturbances?
cattle” he said. “Now. Momie, you
Then try Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vege
table Compound. Plnkham's Com
won’t have to make bread any SPRUCE HEAD
pound ls famous for relieving such
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Miller and
more, for they will give us all tha
rundown, nervous feelings of “diffi
cult da vs ” Made f specially for wom
Dr. Edward Tinney of Quincy, Mass,
bread and milk we need."
en. WORTH TRYINO1 Any drug
• • • •
are spending the week at the Tin
store.
Glanville Smith’s exceedingly ney cottage.
brilliant book “Many A Green Isle"
says that the English language is
a sort of succotash. Teutonic beans
and Latin com. And this is verified
THE MERRIFIELD SHOP
by the following lines:
•

The Rockland Garden Club
opened its Spring season aus
piciously Tuesday afternoon, in
j the tewer room of the Community
building. Mrs. Dana S. Newman
was in charge of the program, and
, Mrs. Blake B. Anr.is acted) as sec' retary pro tem.
The principal speaker was Richi ardi I/vir.g. a newc/mer in Reekland circles, who is employed as
landscape architect at the Little
LAST TIMES TODAY
. .... ....r mf II
FI wer Shcp. Mr. Irving received
bob
FMUtn
his B. 3. degree from the School
h HOPE ■ GOIDARD
cf Landscape Architecture of
Massachusetts Plate College in
1933. and since that time has been
wi.h the Fisher Flower Farms in We'll begin with box; the plural is
BREAKERS"
Ve gennes, Vt. He gave a 1 st of
boxes,
■ A PnalwM 8■(««»• ■
0 nlifil of ox shculi be oxen,
the hardi?r evergreens and de Eut t'not
oxes
ciduous trees to be used' in thts One fowl Is a goose, but two are called
Friday and Saturday
geese,
w
climate, and illustrated his talk by
p!ural of mouse should never
Hopalong p!ays the most dan a blackboard which shculd' prove Yet the
be meese.
gerous game ... and gives you very helpful to those who are You may And a lone mouse, or a whole
nest of mice.
your biggest thrill!
planning to beautify their grounds. But the plural of house ls houses,
hice.
Mr. Irving’s friendly personality, If thenot
plural of man Is always called
men.
coupled with the humorous vein
shouldn't the plural of pan be
in h s discourse, held the apt in Why called
ren?
The cow In the plural be called cows,
MULFORO’
terest of his listeners.
or kine;
The entertainmenit consisted of But a bow. If repeated, ls never called
bine:
piano solo, “Hunting Song” by And the
plural of vow ls vows, never
Mendelsohn, by Miss Grace Pat
vine.
j,
U
I
speak
of a foot and you show me
99
terson,; vocal solos, “Do You Know
two feet
My Garden' by Wood and “Un And I give you a boot, would a pair
ravan
beet?
til” by Sanderson, sung toy Miss If onebe1« called
a tooth and a whole set are
teeth.
Margaret Simmons, accompanied
shouldn't the plural of booth
by Mrs. Grace Strcut; Mrs. Bev Why be
called' beeth? .
erage’s message, read by Mrs. Wil If the singular s this, afld the plural
these.
Russell nayden, Andy Clyde
liam Ellingwood; herb article, by Shouldls the
plural of kiss be written
keese?
Still More
Mrs. Keryn. ap Rice.
Then
one
may
he that, and the two
King of the Rryal Mounted, No. 9
The next meeting w.ll be March
would be these,
Cartoon, Sportreel, Latest News
In the plural would never be
25. with Mr. and' Mrs. Hans Heis- Yet hat
hose.
tad in Rcckpcrt. Those wishing And the plural of eat ls cats and not
Showing Sun.-Mon.
cose.
transportation will call Mrs. Fred We speak
of a brother, end also of
brethren.
Linekin.
U/it/ieti
But though we say mother, we never
methren.
The Junior Women's Club will Then say
the masculine pronouns are lje,
his and him.
meet Monday at the home of Mrs.
the feminine, she, shls,
Alma Dow, with Miss Mildred But Imagine
and shim!
Sweeney and Miss Elsie Burbank So the English. I think you all will
assisting hestesses.
Allston E. Is the&giIree.
unnlest language you ever did
Smith of the High School faculty
- Typxlum in Indian rlnt and Paper
will be the speaker.

GHOST

Jour
Wake Up
That Dreary Old Kitchen:
Buy Pyrex Ware—Sparkling—Modern!

MRS. CLARENCE MERRIFIELD

Aurora Installs

Educational Club
Hears Interesting Talks
On Variety of Subjects—
Many New Members

NFS

URCHASE!
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Nervous Restless

■■■mIaI

|a|r|P I

The clothes remodeling and repairing shcp conducted for

years by the late Mrs. C, II. Merrifield at 362 Main Street, Rock

land, Will Be Continued at the Same Location with the same

guaranteed high grade workmanship as always.
Sincere appreciation is offered all patrons for the many

favors accorded Mrs. Merrifield and the shop in the past, and a
continuation of patronage •» hoped for.

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 318-W
IS HAVING A SALE

of
Wrought Iron Plant Brackets, Stands and
Holders

Suitable for Kitchen, Sunroom or Livingroom
Also All Types of Pottery, Drastically Reduced

Prices are 5c and up
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND

24-25

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, February 27, 1941

Pafle Eight

Massachusetts, * co-author of the Association. They were interested 1036 formed fthd a general discus
Cheney are on the dinner com
in the bill. H. R. 1074. which pro- sion of procedure to follow to chmittee.
• • • •
vides for Federal allocation of I tain desired legislation.
The following communities will
T wac dPAniv touched bv the cor- funds to States for camps for chil- j
’ ’ ’ ’
have meetings on Meat Special
I was deepi\ toucneo
mnnertinn With schools I The Maine delegation was enterIalitv
and
affection
shown
me
by
dren
m
connection
with
scnooi.
dinner
bv the newsi.,
diality
By Margaret Chase Smith
ties:
This bill will come before my Com- • tamed at cunnei Dy me newspaper
30
Maine
people
employed
in
the
South Bristol. March 4. Mrs
representative, Elizabeth May Cnig
AND THE
Department of Agriculture here mittee on Education.
Jennie Gamage will conduct the
at her home last Wednesday eve<
•
•
•
Washington, Feb. 26—The War i his sub-committee on appropriameeting and be chairman of the Department says that a separate tions for small ships. These Corn- who arranged a Saturday luncheon
ning. The food was delicious, the
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
Representatives of the Business
for me at the Department cafeteria.
dinner committee.
system of military roads is not; mittee hearings are secret, until Mrs. Maria L. Colet. Waterville, for , and Professional Women’s Clubs, of
legX*
Boothbay. March 6. Mrs Mellie needed, and that our normal high- after the appropriation bill is re many years in the Department, had I which I am a member, have called
was potato soup, creamed haddock Goodale and Mrs. Sadie Lewis will way system will serve, if bottle ported to the House, when they are charge of the luncheon. Raymond j at my office to discuss the place of tion, defense work, and people
Agriculture
’
conduct the meeting, and Mrs.
The 1941 list of flocks tested for and potatoes with cheese, mace Walter Butler and Mrs. Alta necks are eliminated and inade- printed.
B. Payson, of Camden, who is w’omen in the defense set-up. I
Richard Lyman, of the Camden
sections brought up to standHearing that Mount Waldo gran- chairman of the entertainment have been disturbed to hear that
Pullorum Disease In Maine is now doine salad, potato muffins, potato Greenleaf will serve tVie square quate
Shipbuilding and Marine Railway
ards
adequate
for
commercial
trafite
is
being
used
for
new
wings
for
committee of the Maine State So women are being edged out of the
meal for health.
available at the Extension Service and carrot pudding.
fic. This information was given buildings at the Naval Academy at ciety, was toastmaster for the | defense departments, even after Company of Camden, was in Wash
Twelve women attended the
ington last week conferring with
March 6, Montsweag has a meet- me by Public Roads Commissioner Annapolis, I inquired about it and
office. Rockland. There are five meeting at Orff’s Corner on "Sew
luncheon though he is not in the : many years of service, and I am do- the United States Coast Guard
flocks having 5746 birds tested on ing Secrets’* of which Mrs. Hazel ing on Design in Handwork I , Thomas H. MacDonald, w’ho very! was told by Rear Admiral Russell
p" Department. Mrs. Hazel G. Me- ing what I can to assist the B.P.W. about bids on some of their pro.
the Maine U. S. Approved Pullorum Ludwig was in charge. Samplers conducted1 by Mrs. Helen Gross. kindly went all over the roads situ- Willson, Superintendent of
ne Donald, of Augusta, made and read to see that no injustice is done lr.
als
Clean list. The flock owners are were made using the sewing ma This will be held at the Wiscasset ation with me. outlining the various Academy, that $83,645 worth of me a sort of biography of myself, such readjustments as may be |
Harold Avertll, Sheepscot; H. M. chine attachment, and machine i church vestry.
type of Federal highway assistance Mount Waldo stone is going into in the form of a red cardboard val- 1 necessary.
No special appropriation has been Wings One and Three of Bancroft entine. Luncheon talk gave me
Bowes, Union; Richard Gerry, basting, machine gathering, and j 4-H Club Notes
One evening recently I joined EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Orne of West
Waldoboro; Arthur Paquett and wrist pin cushions were demon
made
for
military
reads.
Mr.
MacHall.
The
general
contractor.
Irwin
members
cf the University of Maine
an inside view of the work.
Several clubs held Valentine
Boothbay
were in town over the
Donald’s Bureau encourages States and Leighton, of Philadelphia, lias
Edgar Smith, both of North Edge- strated. Mrs. Ludwig also gave
alumni
at
Tally
Ho
Inn
for
dinner
Another interesting occasion was
ccmb. There was a total of 32 some notes on style trend for the parties, the Singing Sewing club of to use the Federal allotments of placed an- order with Grenci & the breakfast at my home, when and informal discussion. Maine de weekend.
Louise Gertrude Brown and
llocks. having 37, 355 birds, in the coming season. Assistants were West Rockport; the Happy-Go- highway funds to improve roads Ellis, (Mount Waldo Granite Com my guests were the Misses Anne partments, professions and busi
county that w'ere tested this year appointed as follows to help the Luckies of Warren; the Jolly which defense agencies say have pany. Waldo County) for the Maine and Elizabeth Bass, of Wilton. Miss nesses were represented by these Austin Lewis Havener were mar
ar.d are either U. S. Pullorum regular project leader: Hilda Boggs Hustlers of Burkettville; the New military value. The Bureau es-' granite for the shaft, the main por Barbara Joy of Bar Harbor. Miss graduates. I told them about “Ex ried Feb. 17 at the Methodist parHarbor Thimble and Needle club; pecially wants improvement of tion of the building between ter
Clean or U. S. Pullorum Passed.
Alice Keith, formerly with the periences of a Congressman” and senage.
assistant to Hazel Ludwig, clothing
A benefit dance will be held
The summary’ of the poultry’ ac project leader; Amber Childs, as and the Hill Top Juniors of Hope. roads which lead to military and race deck and the xroof... v.cornice. j music camp at Belgrade, Miss finished by explaining important
The Jeffersonian Farmers has naval reservations and to industrial About 13.550 cubic feet will be use uianche Bernier and Roland T.
March
7 at South Cushing Grange
counts kept in the county and sistant to Mrs. Fannie Weaver,
legislation before us.
State the past year show that the , foods; and Maude Grppnlaw as_ elected the following officers: Cec.l plants producing defense materials. at an average price of $6.17. This I patten of my offtce. The Misses I am just leaving to attend a hall.
» ♦ • ♦
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Somers of
labor income was very near the , glsUnt
Mi3< Lulu Jackson> homp Hallowell, Jr., president; William
price is slightly higher than the | Bags and joy conduct camps in meeting of members interested in
Jones,
vice
president;
Frank
Flagg,
lowest ever reached. In 1934 and management.
The Office of Production Man average price of stone furnished Maine and were here attending old age pensions. Expectthere will Warren were guest Saturday at the
secretary; Weston Hodgkins, trea agement. which is part of the Na through other contractors for the sessions of ^e American Camping be a steering committee for H. R. | home of A. L. Burns
1937. the labor income per bird was
The Hope Farm Buieau women
---------$1.51, while this year it was cnly are having cne specal meeting surer; Roland Lanoue, color bear tional Defense Commission, said shaft and extension of Wing One, |
er and cheer leader. Frank Flagg that it is interested in knowing Admiral Willson says, but in order
feur cents higher—$1.55.
each month to do Red Cross work.
Meetings on "Better Living from At their ia«t meeting they appoint is the leader of the club. Plans about deposits of manganese, when to spread the work, the Officer in
the Farm” will be held as follows: ed a committee t«. nut on a public for the year’s program were dis I tufned over a letter from a con- ' Charge of the construction authorUnion. March 5. at Frar.k Cal supper to raise money for the hot cussed.
stituent about minerals in Maine, ized the general contractor to disMiss Lucinda Rich, home demhas no fUnds for investigation tribute the order among granite
der wood's; Orff’s Corner, March
PonO8?nm theT^ade onstraticn ag'ent’ gave a demoq-! or development of these minerals quarries whose products were ac
11 at Community hall; East Union,
8
stration
“Making Yeast Bread” i essential to defense, however, and ceptible to the Supervising ArchiMarch 12, at the Grange hall; and school 5
showing three variations: clover , depends on the Bureau of Mines tect.
Noblebcro, March 13 at the Grange
“Potatces Many Ways” was the
leaf, braided rolls, and ordinary and ^he Geological Survey for inMaine granite was used in the
hall.
subject of a meeting held Feb. 19
The two poultry improvement by the Sheepscot Farm Bureau. loaves, at a meeting of the Jolly formation on new sources of stra- original building of Bancroft Hall,
I s
associations of Knox and Lincoln Mi's. Martha Krah, foods leader, Highlanders of Rockland, Feb. 17 tegic materaLs. CPM says that Dahlgren Hall (the Armory), and
at
home
ccal leader, j specific offers of sale of strategic McDonough Hall (the Gymnasium),
counties will have a combined was in charge. The me i
nn^creampd
Mrs
'
Frances
i'arrand.
Miss R’en minerals should be made to the the Admiral says he has been told
meeting at Waldoboro High School, consisted of potato soup, creamed
r
Pf
also
conducted
a
judging
contes‘ Metals Reserve Company, a sub- J by civilian employees who have
March 12, at 7.30. Harold Rotzel, haddock and potatoes with cheese,
manager of the New’ England Fresh macedoine salad, potato muffins, on tab’e setting. Aftet the meet- sidiary of RPC. Metals Reserve! been at the Academy for many
Egg Institute, will be the speaker. potato and: carrot pudding. In the ing, the girls made and served sup- boes not finance exploration and years, and it is still beautiful after
development, but does some times 35 to 40 years wear.
Herbert Spear, president of the afternoon, comparative food values pe- :o their parents.
Herbert Moon and Warren Pin! enter into contracts at a price large
During the extensive alterations now in progress at our store, we offer these
Lincoln County Association and
of
potatoes,
macaroni,
and)
potato
broo
k
v
ere
winners
o
r
.,
judging
;
enough
and
with
time
long
enough,
Lester Shibles, president of' the standards were discussed.
Extra Special Values
i contest
. . on potatoes at a meeting i to permit
»
After consultation with labor ofwrite-off of the capital
Knox Ccur.ty Association are ex
A new women’s farm buieau • Of tbe club. Feb. 17. at Carl Moore's
! ficials and Members of Congress,
investment.
tending a special invitation to all group at South Bristol was organ- home in Warren.
I have introduced an amendment
Miss Anna
DRAPERIES
The
Bureau
of
Mines
does
not
FLOOR COVERING
MATTRESSES
pcultrymen in the two counties to ized Monday evening, Feb. 17
to
the Walsh-Healey Act, requested
Simpson,
county
club
agent
con

make
loans
or
render
other
finan

attend this meeting.
under the direction of the home ducted the contest.
$12.95
20% to 25
After the cial assistance to prospectors or by Maine’s Labor Commisioner,
LOT,
ARMSTRONG and t’ONGO- ONE
Jesse
Taylor,
which
will
change
the
demonstration
agent,
Lucinda
Rich.
With the Homes
(Inner
Spring)
meeting, Mrs Earl Moore, assist owners of mining property. The
»
ON .ALL STYLES
LEUM REMNANTS, Bp to 15
Mrs. Amelia Dornan, feeds lead Officers elected were: Mrs. Augus ant leader, served ice cream and Procurement Division of the Trea- age limit of girls from 18 to 16
$15.95
ONE
LOT,
_
,
'years.
The
Walsh-Healey
Act
protus
Little,
chairman;
Mrs.
Helen
Several Styles. One or Two Pairs
er oT East Union Farm Bureau,
cake which the beys had helped sury Department is authorized to J
t
«
square yards—
(Inner Spring)
In Each Style
w’as in charge of the meeting on Kelsey, secretary; Mrs. Margaret make.
make all purchases of minerals, vides for labor standards for firms
receiving
government
contracts
of
House,
clothing;
Mrs.
Jennie
Gam$19.95
RED
CROSS,
‘Potatoes Many Ways,*’ Feb. 12.
Officers for Orff’s Comer Bean metals and other strategic materials
50% Off
29c square yard
(Inner Spring)
Twelve members and! one visitor cgc. foods; and Mrs. Mona Farrin, Club of Waldoboro chosen for 1941 required by the government, and more than $1C,OCO. The Act pro
were present. The menu served heme management. The calendar are: Donald Achorn. president; those desiring to sell such mater vides that no boys under IS years
of meetings for the year was Stanley Harriman, vice president; ials should apply direct to Procure of age or girls under 18 years shall
be employed cn these contracts.
planned and dinner committees for Helen Hoch, secretary; Norman ment.
Mr. Taylor says that this discrim
each meeting decided. Mrs. Mona Bragg, color bearer; June Reed,1
* • * *
ination works hardships on girls
Farrin, hostess, served refresh club reporter; and Almeda Bragg, 'Representative
Plumleyof Ver- and cn employers who may sudden
ments.
cheer leader. The club met, Feb. 1 mont, who is a Memberof the
5
use MUSTEROLE for
Miss Estelle Nason State home 14 to make pians for a baked bean Naval sub-committee of the House ly get government contracts and
..
„
x . have to discharge the girls. Ofdemonstration agent leader from supper, Feb 21 at community Hall AppropriaUons
Committee, has told ficia,s her<j fflvor thp change and
Orono, visited the meeting on Bet- j to earn money for the treasury, me that he will try to see that de
1 rzrzrajzfafzrajzjajzfgfajajzfajzjzjzjzjamzfzrajijafajzjarajamJZfarafBJgJHra^^
ter Living from the Farm heldi at j Thomas Bragg is the leader and fense business is fairly distributed so does Congressman Healey, of i PitiJHfZfZJZfZfEFZfZIZJ
Camden. Feb. 18. Thirty women , Mrs Will jackson. assistant,
about the country. I have dis
Mother! Give YOUR Child
were present. County Agent Went
Frances Cook
and
Eleanor cussed with him the need for
The Same Expert Care
worth was in charge of the morn Thibodeau made and served sup spreading the work among small
At the fir^t sign of a chest cold — the ing session which concerned home
per to the club members at a re shipbuilders, not only because of
Dionne Quintuplets' chest* and throat3
are rubbed with Children’s Mild Mus- grown vegetables, and meat, and organization meeting of the 4-F economic justice, but because this
terola—a product mude especially to information on the garden seed 4-H club of Friendship. Feb. 17, at will utilize all existing facilities.
promptly relieve the DISTRESS of pool, treatment for garden insects,
the heme of the local leaders, Mrs. J spread employment, and speed na-s
children’s colds and resulting bron
and home-made cold storage Henry' Van Deman. Officers elect- i tonal defense. Mr Plumley said '
chial and croupy coughs.
Relief usually comes quickly because boxes.
ed are: Myra Lash, president; representatives
of
shipbuilders!
Muaterole is MORE than an ordinary
At noon, the dinner committee, Mary Lash, vice president; Frances alcng the tMaine coast from Bath
“salve.” It helps break up local con
gestion. As Musterole is used on the Mrs. Bessie Robinson and Mrs. Lot Cook.
secretary-treasurer;
Ava to Banger have appeared before
Quints you may be sure you are using tie Gray, served a square meal for
Winchenbaugh,
cheer
leader;
Kay
just about the BEST product made. health. Miss Nason spoke in the
Davis, color bearer; and Eleanor
Also in Regular and Extra Strength
for those preferring a stsonger product. afternoon
. . , „ on organization work, Thibodeau, club reporter. Phyllis
and briefly on the ‘Better Living stevens, general club member, and
From the Farm project. The Mi&s ^nna Simpson, club agent
home demonstration agent assisted were supper guests.
each woman in working out a
Allen F. Payson, chief of the
VINALHAVEN
moderate cost good' diet budget, Camden fire department, gave a
& ROCKLAND
and also the amounts of fruits and demonstration on “First Aid" at a
vegetables to can and store for meeting of the Jolly Toilers cf
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.
their families to assure good nu Thomaston, Feb. 20 at Arthur An
trition
throughout Winter months. derson's home. The three boys of
Service to:
Meat
canning
problems were dis the club, Eugene Fales. Arthur
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
cussed and bulletins on the sud- Anderson, and Joseph Richards,
ington, Isle an Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
Ject of meats distributed.
are planning to give a public dem
When you compare—you’ll
Another meeting on this same onstration on this subject at a
WINTER SERVICE
subject w’!! be held in Union, beano party, sponsored by this ,
be amazed at the extra room,
Subject to change without notice.
Marcli 5, at the home of Mrs!’ Mar club, March 6. Ten club members, 1
the extra size you get in this
ion CaUerwood for both men and Miss Simpson, Mrs. Jennie Ander
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
BIG 1941 FORD. You get at
women Mrs Marion Caid<*r.vcod son, former leader, and Mrs. Mil
A. M.
P. M.
least 2 whole cubic feet
and Mrs. Maud Calderwood will dred Harjula, local leader, were
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar. 6.00
more passenger room in the
assist with the dinner.
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
present.
Ford than in any other low7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
Aina will hold a leader meeting
The Fox Islanders of Vinalhaven
price car.
8 30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45 on Sewing Secrets, March 5, to
planned to clean the church as
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
The ride is a revelation!
be conducted by Mrs. Nina Cheney their community project at a
110-tf
Cushioned on the new
and Mrs. Mary Huewel.
Mrs. meeting, Feb. 19, at Mrs. Barbara
Louise Jewett and Mrs. Nina Nutting’s. The girls enrolled in
"SLOW-MOTION SPRINGS”
Miami
—you glide right over bumps
cooking made white sauce and
...
with a steady softness and
toast while the sewing girls worked
substantial
"riding feel” new
□ Comodoro Hotel is conveniently
on their projects.
See how the BIG NEW FORD outmeasures the “other 2’’!
to
cars
at
this
price.
Mrs. Herbert Butler of Rockport
located
in
the
center
of
all
activity.
entertained the Simonton Junior
MSIOC
We urge you to see this
FRONT SUT- FRONT SUT KMSUT FRONT SUT FMNT 0000
Lown
MIEM0M
Sunshine club, of which she is the
WIOTN
MU
BIG 1941 Ford now. Drive
UK
250 rooms with tub and shower
new leader, at her home. Feb. 20.
it! There’s a new thrill in the
Plans for making a quilt to sell
700
faster pickup with its pow
106F
FORD
57"
39f 171" 39i" 351"
125"
bath. Rates from $2 50 single. $4 00
were discussed. After the business
erful V-8 engine. Extra safety
80.
IN.
meeting. Miss Anna Simpson con
in Ford’s LARGE hydraulic
double. Modem air-cooled coffee
ducted a judging contest on table
37
SQ.M.
brakes. Find out all the extra
3fLESS
If LESS
5" LESS
setting.
value you get in a Ford—and
LESS
shop
offers
the
finest
food
at
moder

The Hill and Valley boys of
you’ll want one! Then let’s
Washington have reorganized with
talk trade-in on your present
ate
prices.
Popular
cocktail
lounge.
Donald Armstrong as leader and
car. We’ll give you a "deal”
Norman Jones as his assistant.
you just can’t resist.
Officers were elected as follows:
Under the Personal Direction
Frank Light, president; Elmer
loeeph H. Adams, Manager
Savage vice president; Neal Pea
QUIHNESS tiimumt
body. secretary: Hariand Hutchins,
•
BIO
CHAMOIS bring new
treasurer; Robert Hanson, color
quietness of ride to the lowbearer; Milton Peabo-dy, cheer lead
BE WISEprice field. I. New Sound
s. w. rm st
er; and Bill Hanson, club reporter.
Deadening throughout the
at 2nd Awo-

WASHIN6T0N-AND YOU

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

ALTERATION
SPECIALS

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

QUINTUPLETS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

313-319 MAIN STREET,

CHEST COLDS

YOU WONT FIND ROOM LIKE THIS
IN ANY OTHER LOW-PRICE CAR!
Meet the Man with the ORANGE “MEASURING STICK”... He’ll show you exactly how the
Ford outmeasures the “Other Two” where Extra Roominess really counts!

in

in

BUY NOW!

Mknm. Florida

Safeguard your loved ones* health

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WOVDERS

with adequate, clean floor-to-ceiling

OPEN

THE

YEAR

car. 2. New Body Rigidity. 3. Body
Rubber-Insulated completely from frame.
4. 1OO% Suffer Frame. B. Curved Disc
Wheels to absorb road rumbles.

ROUND

heat — the kind you can be sure of

GET THE FACTS ANO

when you burn

H ANTHRACITE
CALL

487

BOSTON

A Hietinetive residential and transient hotel located at the entrance
to Boston's beautiful Fenway. Six minutes to center of City by
rapid transit. Families will enjoy our large suites available at
special low rate s.
A'o liquor told.
Our own garage.
Room and both from $3 - double from $5 - suites from $6

ROCKLAND, MAINE
PENNSYLVANIA

BRAEMORE
Quiet Gornfait in

M. B. & C 0. PERRY
THE FAVORITE

YOU’LL GET A FORD!

.466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgato West
Kenmore Square.
Henry A. Burnham, Mgr.

HARD

For the boat deal in town
•00 your local Ford Dealer

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE, TELEPHONE 475

WALDOBORO, MAINE

COAL

1SU rout FO«D DCAIU FUST FOt IOW-COST FINANCING'

TELEPHONE 61

Issued
JOesday
Thursday
Saturday

Established Jai

Through The

George W. Hamlin
shipful master of K'
F.A.M., who was ins
night.

Home Defem

Members Will
News About S
At Tuesday Ni
Meeting

All members of
Home Defense Corp
report at the Armn
street next Tuesday
to receive the latest 1
the State Defense )
regular drill will be
a drill each Tuesda
further notice.
All veterans who h
signed up with the
Corps can do so :
Tuesday night or at
ley’s store on Union
It is the hopes tl
will be inspected by
ficers in the near fut
at our best by repoi
each Tuesday night a
The Old Town Corp
bershlp of over 75
drills each week. Bide
wick and Waterville a
ized. But Rockland
to organize and shoul
to be taken into servi
bers report at the Ai

SMART STONINGTi
Edgar Thurlow Pitf
ton, son of Mr. and
E. Pitts, a Junior
mathematics, has acl
the highest honors
won by a student,
on the Dean’s List
tive semesters, four
completed with an (
Pitts, who is taking
honors course, was
of the Chicago Alumi
Scholarship his sef
and also the Charle.Scholarship.
Announcer

DR. NEIL A.
frill Be At R
on
Tuetdays, H e,
and Thuri
for Consultation
Office, 38 I 'nil

Tel. 7/2 (Dr.

ALL

To Cl

